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AMBASSADOR
REJOINDER TO PROTEST.

TO

DEPENDS ON THE GOVERNMENT
NATION THINKS IT
OF NO AVAIL TO DEAL WITH
THE COAST STATE.

AGGRIEVED

Washington, May 20. With the answer of the United States to its protest in hand, it is now up to the Japanese foreign office to take the next
step in the negotiations over the
California alien land act. It' is said
that the forthcoming rejoinder to
Secretary Bryan will be strongly argumentative and calculated to result
in the conduct o the future negotiations, on a Btrictly legal basis.
As it is understood that the state
department is looking to the Japanese government, or some Japanose
citizen, to test the new law by recourse to the United States courts, It
may be significant of the drawing
of another inference that the Japanese are believed to be reluctant to
in his probegin such a movement,
test of May 9 to the state department, the Japanese ambassador is understood to have made it perfectly
clear that Japan, finding it Impossible to deal directly with the state
of California, was relying entirely on
the federal government to Insure
what he believed to be fair treatment
for its subjects. '"
Probably that contention will be extended to cover the legal test of the
California land law, though the ordinary procedure in such cases would
be to allow a Japanese subject, threatened with escheatment of his lanas,
to begin action by application for an
Injunction.
During a ten ininute. session of tne
house today Representative Sisson of
Mississippi announced his Intention
of making a speech on the legal
points involved in the California-Japanessituation when the house meets
Friday.
To Make Government Supreme.
Representative Barthcld of Missouri announced today that he purposed to introduce next Friday a resolution to empower congress to legislate exclusively on all questions affecting the rights of aliens residing
In the United States. Tlie purpose
of the measure would be to prevent
Individual states from passing laws
n
which might cause friction with
countries. Lack of federal control, he said, affecting tne ability of
the government to carry out & treaty
in all its integrity, was a palpable
defect.
e
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the trial was

VANCLEVE RESISTED ARREST ON A CHARGE OF ASSAULTING A MACHINIST.

Roswell, N. M., May 20. "Crum"
V'antaleve, a rancher from Corona,
Lincoln county, was killed hist night
while forcibly
resisting arrest by
County Officers Frank Young, Dan
Kirkpatrick and J. E. Zumwalt, who
pursued him 25 miles in an automobile for his arrest for assaulting a
local machinist with whom he had
quarreled over a debt. An inquest is
in progress this afternoon.
ARE OBNOXIOUS.

Paterson, N. J., May 21. Fitty-seve- n
arrests were made today in the
vicinity of the Price silk mill, to
which the hands returned yesteraay
in the face of protests from Industrial Workers of the World leaders
and others gathered in the streets
near the bill today to jeer the woru-er-

TIE

re-

prosecution
sumed today.
Collins said that on January 19,
1912, he met John J. Breen, the Lawrence undertaker who was convicted'
of actually "planting" the explosive
in a saloon in Boston. In the course
of their conversation Breen asked if
he would like to go to Lawrence that
night.
"I told him I would go if I could
help him any," Collins said. Breen
continued:
"We shall probably meet some folks
and you had better carry this bundle
to keep your end up," at the same
time handing the witness five $5

'CRUIVT

CINCINNATI TRACTION COMPANY
AGREES TO ARBITRATE
THE STRIKE.

Cincinnati, May 20. The suit of
the city of Cincinnati for the appointment of a receiver for the Cincinnati
Traction company was dismissed today when the court was informed
that the street car strike had been
settled, and the purpose of the suit
accomplished. Street tux service was
resumed on all liner today.
The two arbitrators named to take
up the questions to be arbitrated met
today to select a third member. Tha
bills.
agreement provides that in case they
Breen, the witness said, agreed to fail to agree.
selecticr
give him more money the following should be left to the state board of
day. Collins said that after leaving arWtration and conciliation.
the saloon they met two men. One of
the men, described by the witness as
Mr. Rice,
gau Breen a package
weighing about 10 pounds which they SCHWAB HECLAKtS
carried to Breen's house in Lawrence
ancf opened.
it contained sticks
A M
HE
which felt "cold."
"I abked Breen what they were,"
the witness added, "and he told me it SAYS TWO COMPANIES ADMIT- was '3ulceTED TO THE STEEL TRUST
Collins said that when he pressed
WERE NOT COMPETITORS.
Breen for an explanation ol the pack.New York, May 20 Charles M.
age Breen said.
"You'll see the joke tomorrow."
Schwab resumed the wilness stand
The wilness told of a conversation today for further
in which Breen said:
by government counsel in the suit to
"I'll be mayor of this city next dissolve the United States Steel corweek.
There is a million back of poration. Before being questioned by
me."
Judge Jacob M. Dickinson, the gov'
asked him what he meant." said ernment attorney, he secured permisColiins, "and he asked me if I knew sion to correct the testimony he had
Pl.eiideut Wood of .the American given yesterday to the effect that the
I told him I did Illinois Steel company and the CarWoolen company.
said
that I wouid negie Steel company, subsidiaries of
he
then
not, and
see the joke in the papers the next the
trust, were competitors
before they were absorbed.
day."
That same night, Collins said, they
He said that the Illinois company
went out in a sleigh, carrying some manufactured "only small parts" and
conwas not in reality a competitor of tne
smajl bundles made from the
tents of the bundle brought from Carnegie company.
Boston. They left packages at a
Syrian tailor shop and 8v .cobbler's
4
j.
shop, and also deposited one in St. tff
Mary's cemetery.
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Another payment of ?25 was made
by Breen to Collins. Breen said that
;
he had received $100 and he wanted
Fin20.
Senate:
May
Washington,
to "split even" with the witness. As
ance committee democrats heard prethe witness was leaving Lawrence,
liminary reports of
Breen's parting words to him were:
considering tariff schedules.
"Mum is the word."
Territories committee was told by
menThe word "dynamite" was not
Delegate Wickersham that opposition
tioned by Breen, Collins said, the con- to
government railroads in AlasKa
tents of the packages being referred came from an Alaska syndicate.
to as "juice."
House: Met at noon and adjourned
j mat iMnn.f, 4..4nl V.orran
un uie uay
m untn n00n fMday
at Ralem. Pilar es Breen caiieu iu
Representative Sisson gave notice
Collins' home in Cambridge.
he would speak on the Californla- situation Friday.
"that his brother John had sent him Japanese
Rouse introduced
Representative
to tell me to 'beat it.' "
cent postage after
one
for
resolution
1914.
1,
July
Bill for constitutional amendment
HENRY FLAGER DEAD
20.
providing direct election a.nd
West Palm Beach, Fla May
term for president and vice
M.
83,
capitalist
Flager, aged
Henry
and railroad magnate, died at his win- president was Introduced by Repreter home here this morning after an sentative Britten.
Representative Hay introduced bill
Illness of several weeks. Mr. Flagler
honto
provide distinguished service
recently fell down a flight of steps
at his home, and because of his ad- ors for meritorious service of army
with 2 extra ray
vanced age his recovery had not been any navy men,
monthly.
anticipated.
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There was no actual violence and
those arrested were taken in because
they refused to "move on." Three of

-
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mn n
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with a baby in her arms. She' was im-

mediately paroled.
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TO CLEAR ITS NAME
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SO

OF AIMER!- OF MANU
FACTURERS

DECLARES

HEAD

CAN ASSOCIATION

Detroit, Mich., May 20. Charging
that organized labor has "failed to
dear Itself of the stain which violence
and lawlessness have cast upon it,'
Ohio,
John Kirby, Jr., of Dayton,
president of the National Association
of Manufacturers, in his annual reJapan Tries to Pacify Citizens.
Tokio, May 20. The news that port dwelt at length on present inthe California alien land ownership dustrial and legislative tendencies and
bill had been signed by Governor their .effects upon- manufacturers and
t,
Johnson was received here with
employes.
discounted
been
In reference to the treatment of
had
it
although
circles. It great corporations and the railroads
in official and
was hoped up to the last moment, and the attitude of manufacturers tohowever, that Washington's inter- ward the tariff, he said in part:
vention would prove successful. Tne
"Conspicuous in the momentous evnewspapers have published extra edi- ents of recent years that have transtions with the announcement that the pired in the field of American indus-dustrbill had been signed.
is the tragedy of J.os Angeles
The efforts of the Japanese gov- and the drama of Indianapolis. As i
ernment are concentrated at present reward to the principal accomplices
on pacifying public opinion, but the in this conspiracy, they have, one aftask Is regarded in many quarters as ter another, through the power of the
a more difficult one than at the time invincible 'inner circle' of the Amerireof the California school controversy. can Federation of Labor, been
Since the death of the old Japan- elected tt
their respective offices.
ese emperor, the authority of the Point to me one single labor leader
government has steadily diminished or delegate who has arisen and in
In resisting the growing influence of dignantly demanded that such type of
public opinion and the spirit of de- leadership be forever barred from the
mocracy is augmenting throughout administration of union affairs."
the empire. .
Arthur
DRUG FACTORY BURNS
secretary
of the United States ambassy, visited
Sioux Falls, S. D., May 20. Fire
Jtmron Makino, the Japanese foreign In the Brown Wholesale 'Drug comminister, today and reiterated the de- pany .building this morning completetermination of the United States gov- ly gutted that building and destroyed
ernment to exert every effort in order the stock. The loss was $150,000.
1
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THE MARRYING BUSINESS
San Francisco, May 20. On com
S
plaint of Charles E. Lane, an attorney, writing to' the chief of police
from Cheyenne, two men and two
women were arrested today and will
be held until the charges made by
Lane can be investigated.
No request for arrests viua 111 K li,vover,
by the Cheyenne ponce. Those arrested are Olga Worst and her comYESpanion, George Turner, alias Israel; PANEL WAS COMPLETED
end Anita Johnson and Emil Hurst.
TERDAY
AFTERNOON;
Lee R. Rountree is sought but was
SENA IS FOREMAN.
not found.
Lane charges that the women are
in the business of marrying old men CASES
SET
TRIAL
with money and then deserting them.
Between times they are alleged to
IN THIS
WAY IT IS HOPED TO act as decoys from a bunco
ACTION WILL
ring oper- FIRST CRIMINAL
CRIPPLE THE FEDERAL CRUIIn
EE
CALLED
FOR
Denver
HEARING
and
San
Francisco.
ating
SER IN THE HARBOR
TOMORROW MORNING.
. THEY
THREATENED WILSON.
N. J., May 20. Seeley
Newark,
AMERICANS
GETTING
CUT Davenport and Jacob Dunn, mountain- BUSINESS UNUSUALLY LIGHT

GUAYMAS WILL BE

iA

BEGUN ITS

01

APO-LONI- O

M

WOOL BUSINESS INCREASES
Boston, May 20. More interest Is
shown in domestic wool by both manCACHES OF DYNAMITE.
ufacturers and dealers, although the
iccrease in business is small. New
WORKED WITH UNDERTAKER territory wools are beginning to arAll
rive, but the demand is light.
show lower grades, while me OPERATIONS OF TROOPS M THE
grades
MAN
CONVICTED
SUPERINTENDdium fleeces are selling close to the
GULF COUNTRY MAKE LIFE
.
ED EXECUTION OF PLOT
low record.
Old territory
stocks
THERE DANGEROUS
move slowly.
AGAINST STRIKERS.
Montana
half blood
21
recents.
A
is
fair trade
brings
in western pulled wool, but
Xogales, Ariz., May 20. The state
Boston, Mass., May 20. Dennis J. ported
the
demand for Texas and California troops' 'attack
on Guaymas
today
a
Collins,
dog fancier of Cambridge,
awaits but the arrival of the war aeroon trial with President William W. products is lacking.
plane kidnaped from United States
Wood of the American Woolen comfederal authorities near Tucson. Aviaa
E.
Frederick
and
pany,
Atteaux,
tor
Didier Masson and the flying apBoston dye manufacturer, for alleged SUIT BROUGHT
are expected to arrive today
paratus
to
at
"plant" dynamite
conspiracy
at the San Jandro ranch, where the
Lawrence during the textile strike of
COMPANY
big Curtiss biplane will be set up
1912, testified as a witness for tne
TIONS

POSTAGE

IN

HEAD.

at

CITY EDITION

20. Delegate
Washington, May
Wlckersham charged before the senate territories committee today that a
combination of transportation companies was opposing government construction of railways in Alaska.
Wickersham declared that the Copper River and Northwestern and the
White Pass and Yukon railways, the
e
Alaskan Steamship company, the
Coast Steamship company and MASSON IS GETTING AEROPLANE
li. S. Ryan, a Controller Bay NavigaREADY TO FLY OVER MEXtion company, were iri the opposing
ICAN CITY
syndicates; He added that "the hands
of J. p. Morgan and. Company and the
WILL
BOMBS
DROP
Guggenhaims" were to be seen in HE
every move connected with Alaska.
Pa-hfi-

when

"WORKERS"

CRUSHING

j!

Head

SOON

IN LAWRENCE-

RANCHMAN KILLED
V THE

HOI JUICE

TELLS

Washington, May 20. One cent
postage for letters after July 1, 1914,
was proposed in a resolution today
by Representative Rouse of Kentucky.!

lor-eig-

Ballly-Blanchar-

u
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to find a friendly and1 satisfactory
solution of the question. He emphasized the fact that it was a CalUor-nia- n
and not an American question,
governand thaiked the Japanese
ment for its friendliness and for its
the excitable
attempts to restrain
public opinion of Japan.
It is generally be'iieved here that
Washington will find a solution of
the problem, but the more conserva- tive elements in Japan are now echo lug the public
agitation for equal
treatment of the Japanese. They declare that the racial issue, which it
is contended is Involved,
and the
steady recurrence of
bills in California should receive
"basic curative treatment."
A prominent official said today:
"The Japanese people feel that
their national honor is involved. The
political .uenti:m will be solved
peacefully, but what is needed to assure the permanency of our traditional friendship is a change of heart in
some Americans toward the Japanese."
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eers and woodchoppers, were brougnt
into the federal district court here MAY
TERM OF THE . DISTRICT
tijday for trial on a charge of having
COURT
LIKELY WILL END
sent threatening letters through the
WORK IN TWO WEEKS.
mails to Woodrow Wilson. Aside from
handwriting experts, the principal
witness to be called by the governHaving spent yesterday afternoon
ment will be Joseph Tumulty, the in impanelling the grand
jury and
president's secretary. President Wil- this moniing in calliiig the civil and
son will not be called.
criminal dockets, the district court,
shortly before noon today, wa3 ad
journed by Judge David J. Leahy un
til 9 o'clock, tomorrow morning. The
SCOTLAND
grand jury this morning began lt3
labors, Apolonio Sena having been
and prepared for the flight over GuayABOUT GOLF LINKS selected as foreman. The members
of the investigating body are Apolo
mas Bay, where lies the gunboat
nio Sena, foreman; Matias Portillos,
Guerrero.
Simultaneously the state troops now PEOPLE OF ST. ANDREWS FEAR Lorenzo Roybal, Simon .Lucero, Fer-min Baca, Octaviano Salas, Hilarlo
based at Maytorena will move against
CHAMPIONSHIP GAMES WILL
Batamotal, the first station north of
Gonzales, Espiridion Axagon, FrancisBE INTERFERED WITH
co Lucero y Mares, Moreilda San
the gulf, where the federal advance
is entrenched.
chez, Jose D. Segura, Francisco Qum-tanSt. Andrews, Scotland, May 20.
Teresfor Chavez,
Demetrio
This little town is almost in a atate
Cecilio
Secundino
Fadilla,
Jaure,
of siege as the result of threats utterAmericans Leave Mexico
A.
C.
Pablo
W.
Rosenwald,
Wesner,
the
militant
ed
by
suffragettes that
San Francisco, May 20. Steamships
,
P..
N.
Roseuor-ryGuillermo
Ortiz,
Sena,
arriving from the coast of Mexico are they will destroy the putting greens
Pablo
Ulibani.
bringing tp this port many American and thus render play impossible in
The court appointed the following
and other refugees. More than 40 the world's amateur golf championb ei.
in addition to those
oif.ccrs
were passengers on the steamship ship, which is to be competed fot
baa ii v
David
Sandoval,
yesterday:
week..'...
next
here
Satt Jose, 'which arrived yesterday. A
-ft
The most intense excitement pre- the s'dnd 3 rj , If J
number of these stated that they had
1
, i
to
er
t'ip
dez,tj
who
t,t
been compelled Jo travel, longdistan- - vails nmong the townspeople,
'
1 iu
en tafsof
out".:, of pend largely fcr- ibn'r
eea otja of their way .to..
the country by way of the wefet coast jthe self links, while the members of
the following orders were mude :
because of the demoralized state of the Royal and Ancient Golf club also
Case of Jack... Itenshaw, charged
are extremely anxious. They and the
the railroad.
ith
larceny of cattle, dismissed upon
vigilance1
a
citizens
have
organized
Dr. M. T. Moore, of El Paso, Texas,
otion of District Attorney Cuanes
who arrived with his family, told of committee, whose members, together
W. U. Ward. Theodore l.'einlen, the
the day siege and capture of the to vn with 5,000 volunteers will guard 'he
witness against Renshaw, died
chief
and
day.
greens
night
of Alamos, where he had bean reThe case against the man
recently.
It is understood the women will use
siding as a physician for two years.
to have been weak, and
was
said
to
All
the
the
vitriol
greens.
destroy
He said that the Americans in the
caused the motion
two
facts
these
district from whence he had fled had fsentjries stationed there have been
to
with
umbrellas
prevent
been treated with every consideration provided
Case of Vicente Maestas, charged
both by the state troops and the fed- the corrosive fluid coming into their
with
the larceny of cattle, dismissed
faces.
erals.
upon motion of the district attorney.
Case of Juan B. Pollack, charged
Diaz Denies Invitation
with flourishing a gun in a settleNO UNION OF THE
ment, set for trial Saturday morning.
Paris, May 20. General Porlirio
Case of Leopoldo Naranjo and othof Mexico,
Diaz, former president
PRESBYTERIANS
dewho is staying at a hotel here,
ers, charged with atsault, dismissed
clines to make any statement in reply
upon' motion of tho district attorney.
Case of Clemente Segura, charged
to inquiries as to the arrival of a
OF THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLIES
with assault with a Ctadly weapon,
delegation from Mexico to offer him
THREE BRANCHES POSTPONE'
the presidency.
sit for trial tomorrow morning.
ACTION FOR A TIME
a
Case of Rafael G. Lucero, fliarged
The report current yesterday in
assault with a deadly weapon,
with
was
on
this
subject,
Spain,
20. With
the
Atlanta, Ga., May
set for trial on Friday, r.o excuse to
founded on statements made by oflikelihood that nothing farther would
be accepted by the court for
ficers of the steamer Ypiranga. They
be accomplished until next year toof the defendant upon that
said passages to Europe on board the
ward the organic union of all branch- date. When
as
Janaa
yiis case was called
vessel were engaged
long
es of Presbyterlanlsm, following the
con- uary for a delegation which was to action of the Southern Presbyterians this morning Lucero asked for a
at
his
that
on
the
tinuance
ground
be sent to General Diaz in the name
iu voting to consider for the present
i'.na several witnesses were
of all the factions in Mexico to offer
torney
no union except with the United Presfrom the city.
him the presidency.
byterian church, the big assemblies
On account of the light criminal
today devoted their attention largely docket it is
thought the May term
Constitutionalists are Cautious
to matters of denominational interest.
court can be completdistrict
the
of
Recommendations urging all PresDouglas, Ariz., May 20. As a preed within two weeks, or, perhaps, lesa
cautionary measure to preserve the byterian churches to study the negro
Sonora state documents of value and problem wert made in all three as- time.
the money in the treasury in case the semblies.
was
federals succeed in taking Hormosil-lo- ,
More than ordinary interest
ANARCHISTS ARE ARRESTED
the constitutionalists have begun .shown today in the Northern Presbyto move the principal effects of the terians' discussion of a resumption of
San Diego, Calif., May 20. Cmma
state government to Cananea.
church relations with tha Union Theo Goldman and Dr. Ben Reitman, ar.ar-cistwere arested nlr.v on their
logical seminary. The beliefs entertained by the intsitution's
faculty arrival fom Los Ancrtes, and taken
ENLARGING HAWAIIAN ARMY
again were made the object of attack, to the city limits in a police automoSecretar-Garrisoon the fharge that doctrines out of bile. They boarded a train for Lo'
20.
May
Washington,
pointed out today that the accord with the church are taught in Angeles.
was arranged by tbo
movement of troops from Ft. Sioeum, the seminary.
The pro-raV. Y., and other eastern posts to the
In .the midst of a parliamentary chief of police and agreed to by hah
Pacific coast was being made under conference with regard to the Union the prisoners. Mrs. Goldman, it N
an order issued March 15, by former Theological seminary, the conference said, stated that she would vvcv
..
Secretary Stimson, which directed Im- was adjourned this afternoon to be again attempt to speak in San lur
to
wc
ac'iU'X
a
in
motion
A
men
hour.
to
at
to
coming
of
resumed
later
mediate recruiting
Her purpose
2,000
,
bring the Hawaii garrison up to its table all three committee reports, one a lecture.
r,..w.
As soon aa it befsir.a
full strength.
favoring and two opposing negotiav:.
who
an
amicable
md
of
officers
for
to
settlement
Goldman
is
difficult
tions
it
tnnn,
Mrs.
say
Army
secure recruits on the Pacific coast the controversy, was lost by a safe tarred a.Tid foeibf rod nt-- v.1.1 on: v'
town last year by :); 1 a iir..f -- ,
and that it is necessary to enlist the vote.
men iu the eastern and middle states.
In a lengthy speech President Fran- were in the city j;vil, a ti .? a
The order for 2,000 recruits lias not cis Brown of the seminary indicated od bnt no violence ?ss m'- 'iiThe yu'ltci say ih-- y rt.-- i- 4 $'
nearly been filled,' and war depart- that It was a matter of indifference
ment officials say the movement will to the seminary what action was tak- couple to prevent a ri:y'v n '
en by the assembly.
go on for some time.
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The annual statement referred to
reflects that the last named company
the big through line and foreign corporation, Is the controlling corporation of the two lines of railroad
above referred to, constructed by a
MAY 24
The First Necessity Is to Keep the
domestic corporation and also reflects
a
With
Bowels Gently Open
that this same foreign railroad owns
Mild Laxative-Toni- c
100 per cent of the capital stock of
Healthy old age Is bo absolutely dethese domestic roads.
WOMEN'S UNDERWEAR
pendent upon the condition of the
There is no record on file to show
bowels that great care should be takr
Women's gauze vests, trimmed
that the Choctaw road ever passed to
MARIO MENOCAL
GENERAL
en to see tbat they act regularly. The
to
or untrimmed, worth 35c, Spethe
or
control,
otherwise,
sale
by
each
left
our
What's
to
$23.90
$47.50 Suits,
$31.50
of
'INAUGURATED TODAY AMID
fact is that as age advances the stomli5;:;fll:iflllr
of the big main line or to the
26c
either
each
cial,
15.75
to
Women's
$30.00
each
$25.00
Suits,
MUCH ENTHUSIASM.
ach muscles become weak and inacone with the word El Paso attached
Women's gauze vests, worth
11.50
Women's $17.50 to $22.50 Suits, each
tive and the liver does not slore up
to K. There has been no suspension
14c"
20c, Special
k
9.75
Women's $12.50 to $15.00 Suits, each
'
Havana, May 20.- - General Mario the juiqes that are necessary to
of business filed with the state corWomen's gauze Union suits, low
5.00
All $7.50 Wash Dresses, excellent variety of styles, each
second
Menocal was inaugurated
prompt digestion.
The commisneck, sleeveless, either wide or
poration commission.
3.10
All $4.00 Silk Waists, Special, each
president of the Cuban republic
Some help can be obtained by eat
in its letter to the attorney genor tight knee, worth 85c, Spesion
2.35
All
and
$3.00
Silk
each
$3.50
Waists,
shortly after noon today, succeeding ing easily digested foods and by plenconcludes:
cial
eral
63 s
All women's ctoth Coats, all this season's styles,
Jose Miguel Gomez, who has been ty of exercise, but this latter is
e
"We are convinced that the ChiONE THIRD OFF
at the head of the government since
to most elderly people. One
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
cago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway
Women's wool dress Skirts, choice ONE FOURTH OFF.
the American control of the insular thing Is certain, that a state of con
be .ii.ned to llo
sbcu'd
company
affairs came to an end on January stipation should always be avoided
Our entire line of women's
with this department a certified' copy
MR, 0. P. MILLER.
1909.
The new president re- as it is dangerous to life and health.
2S,
muslin underwear consisting of
and
articles
of
of
its
Incorporation
ceived his education in the United The best
Gowns, Skirts, Corset Covers,
plan is to take a mild laxato be subjected thereby to the same
States, audis regarded as a warm tive as often as is deemed necessary. 50c bottles and find that it is the
Drawers and Combination garas
other
and
liabilities
One lot of women's trimmed hats, including a good variety of
friend of the great American repub- But with equal certainty It Is suggest- best remedy I ever used and does requirements
ments, all new this season's
is evident
It
corporations.
foreign
season's best styles, worth Jrom $3.00 to $5.00 each, Special
lic. In his program he promises to ed that cathartics, purgatives, phywhat you claim for it to the very from the statement above quoted,
just
goods, during this sale, your
cultivate closer relations with the sics, salts and pills be avoided, ns letter. I can not recommend it too
choice at
02-3- 5
annual
their
recently
from
report,
United Slates, and to seek agricul- they do but temporary good aid are highly."
ONE FOURTH OFF
and
from
filed with this commission,
tural and industrial development.
so harsh as to be a shock to a deli
A bottle can be bought of any drugcertificate of the suspension of
the
The popularity of the new execu- cate system.
gist at 50 cents or one dollar. People business of the Chicago, Rock Island
tive was attested by the enthusiastic
A much better plan, and one that usually buy the 50 cent size first, and & El Paso
Railway company that all
demonstrations attending his induc- thousands of elderly people are fol then, having convinced themselves of these
have been consol
corporations
tion into office and the great crowds lowing, is to take a gentle laxative- - Its merits they buy the dollar size, ,MotQ,, ,,n,ior fh nnmo of the Chi- that witnessed all of the features of tonic like Dr. Caldwell's Symp Pep- which is more economical. Results are cago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway
200 pairs of children's and misses' Oxfords, pumps and strap sandals,
One lot of children's colored
the inauguration program. The tak- sin, which acts as nearly liku nature always guaranteed or money will be company, although there is no cersizes 8 to 2, regular values from $1.50 to $2.00 per pair, Special this
of
Dresses
a
variety
including
In fact, the tendency refunded. Any elderly person can tificate filed with this department
ing of the oath of office was preceded as is possible.
$1.10
sale, per pair
styles and fabrics, all well made
by a parade of regular troops, civil of this remedy Is to strengthen the follow these suggestions with safety indicating that this has been done."
entire
of
Our
stock
includwomen's
Oxfords,
and
pumps
sandals,
strap
and neatly trimmed, worth 45c
furorganizations and the rural guard. stomach and "bowel muscles and so and the assurance of good results.
The corporation commission
to 85c, special
...35c ing Patent Colt, Vici Kid, white and brown Nubuck, Dull Kid, Velvet and
the
of
ha?
act
supreme
to
train them
The chief justice
If no member of your family
naturally agau.
Satin, worth regular $3.50 to $4.50 per pair, Special for 10 days, per
ther says that it is of the opinion
One lot of children's colored
court administered the oath of office when medicines of all kinds oau usu- ever used Syrup Pepsin and ycu that the law of 1903 is still in force
$3.00
pair
desirable
Dresses, very
styles
to President Menocal on the balcony ally be dispensed with. This is the would like to make a personal trial and is the law that will govern the
Our entire stock of women's Oxfords and strap sandals in Patent leathall popular fabrics, worth from
of the palace, in view of the thou- (.pinion of many people of different of it before buying It in the regular
er, Gunmetal, Vici Kid, Velvet and white Nubuck, worth from $2.50
entry of the big concern for the pur
$1.50 to $2.25, special..
$1.10
sands of spectators who filled the ages, among them Mr. O. P. Miller, way of a druggist, send vouru:ldress
to $3.00 a pair, Special, per pair....
$2.00
of doing a railroad business,
pose
a postal will do to Dr. W. B. Cald- and it asks the attorney general to
Plaza de Armas. The retiring presi- Paroda, Mich., who writes: "It am 80
dent and his successor were sur years old and have been constipated well, 417 Washington St., Montlcello, take the matter up, with a view to
rounded by the dignitaries of state, fo, many years. Since receiving your 111., and a free sample bottle will he compelling the said railway to com
La.3 VecasLoadinSoro
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"'The word 'dividend' used in con- public instruction, has returned from appellant, vs. Rayado Land & Irrigasurvive from the struggles where also finds that in 1903 articles of
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Equipped with a splendid educa
risked all for their country, will corporation were also filed for the nection with a mutual life insurance Albuquerque, where he has been on tion company, appellee. No. 1528. Aptlon and with a perfect knowledge of soon be here.
Rock Island & Choctaw company does not in any sense indi- school matters. The superintendent peal from district court, Colfax coun- Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
"Chicago,
both English and Spanish, General
Tablets. Druggists refund money If it
Now, therefore, I William C. Mc Railroad company," a domestic cor- cate a profit, but has reference strict- has made arrangements to have the ty.
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board
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poration, providing
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1. Assignments of error that "the nature is on each box. 25c.
first work after leaving Cornell. His Mexico, do hereby designate and ap ning at Tucumcari, on the main line mortality experience, expense of man- this city, to be here several weeics,
first engineering work was done in point, Friday, May 30, 1913, as Me of the Chicago, Rock Island & El agement and interest earnings.'
between July 1 and August 15, for court below erred in affirming the
Barbed wire cuts, ragged wounds,
Nicaragua on the survey for an
"It is difficult to see how anyone the purpose of passing upon the sev- decision of the board of water commorial Day, In the state of New Mex Paso,
through
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extending
canal. Before sailing from
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to the boundary of can contend that savings from the eral applications
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Guadalupe
New York on this trip he had to sign
SNOW
judgment quickly when BALLARD'S
I recommend that all of our people Texas, and so on to connect with the mortality experience, savings from throughout the state for positions as low erred in rendering
a release to the company for any re- cease from labor on that day except Choctaw, Oklahoma & Texas Rail-suc- expense of management and from in- teachers in the public schools. The herein in favor of said appellee, af- LINIMENT Is applied. It is both teal-into
and antiseptic.
Price 25c, 50c
sponsibility for returning his body
as may be absolutely necessary, road. The capital stock was $1,500,-an- d terest earnings, are no indication of board that will make their summer firming the said decision of the board
death.
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United
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a profit on the business of the com- home for that purpose consists ofi of water commissioners," are not suf- and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
that they join in. such demonstra- - 000, and only $10,000 actually
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as may be practicable in the var- - scribed. Articles 'wore filed it 1903, pany. If a person, in any kind of Professor J. II. Dowden, Raton; Su ficiently specific to present any Drug Co.
to return the body on payment of ious localities with the usual exer-- , and a fee of $140 based on the 1899 business can reduce his expenses
$150, to be deducted from the sa'iary cises and ceremonies suitable for the laws was paid to the state. The state $1,000 a year, whiie continuing to do
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DANCE HALLS ARE NERVOUS

PROSTRATION

YOUNG GIRLS

Severe Case of a Philadelphia

MENACE

Woman

BUREAU OF SOCIAL HYGIENE
PORTS ON ITS INVESTIGATION IN NEW YORK

RE-

"I had a severe
Philadelphia, Pa.
case of nervous prostration, with palpi
tation ot the heart,

headconstipation,
aches, dizziness,
noise in my ears,
timid, nervous, restless feelings and
sleeplessness.
"I read in the pa-

"

May 20. Fifteen
women of the underworld a
tscarlet army no census has heretofore enumerated ply their trade in
one borough of Greater New York
This is the estimate of the
alone.
bureau of social hygiene, an organization of which John D. Rockefeller,
Jr., ia chairman, as made public last
night in an abstract of a forthcoming
report by George J. Kneeland, a spethou-bau- d

New York,

Her Symptoms.

cial investigator, after a painstaking
inquiry into commercialized vice conditions in Manhattan, extending over
a period of nearly, tea months.
The report suggests no remedies,
fixes no responsibility. That phase
ia to be dealt, with later on. It puiports merely to "describe accurately
York City
vice conditions in New
with the sole purpose of bringing out
the facts." The hope is expressed,
that subsequently a satisfactory policy to check the evil may be workei
out.
Mr. Rockefeller himself contributFued the foreword to the volume.
ture reports will deal with conditions
in other large cities in America and
with methods and their results of combating the problem in Europo. Exist-

per where a young

jwoman had

been
cured of the same

troubles by taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound so I threw away
the medicines the doctov left me and began taking the Compound. Before I
had taken half a bottle I vas able to sit
up and in a short time I was able to do
alt my work. Your medicine has proved
itself able to do all you say it will and I
have recommended it in every household
1 have visited. "Mrs. Maby
Johnston,
210 Siegel Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Another Bad Cane.
Ephrata, Fa. "About a year ago I
was down with nervous prostration. I
was pale and weak and would have hysteric spells, sick headaches and a bad
I was
pain under my shoulder-bladunder the care of different doctors but
did not improve. I was so weak I could
hardly stand long enough todo my dishes.
' Lydia E, Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has made me well and happy and
I have begun to gain in weight and my
face looks healthy now." Mrs. J. W.
HoRNBERGEfi, R. No. 3, Ephrata, Pa.
It you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinklinm Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict conlldence,
e.

coran-- i
ing preventive, reformative
rective agencies in New York are de
scribed as wholly Inadequate to their
task.
deal-ivAside from a reries nf chapter
tiens, her bare subsistence, aim ui;u
the
w;th
frankness
ia minufJ
only so long as she has a uAAe
resorts vaule."
notorious
of
operation
"The exploiters" and the ramificathroughout ihe city, the report- treats
o'f the dance hall evil and of the tions of their traffic is treated at
masalarming spread of the
length. liy means of money and
of
hundred
"Over
three
sage parlors.
bsrewdness, says the report, the trafthese exist in the city," says the re fickers usually evade the law. Thirty
port "and in many of them not the houses in the tenderloin were Ions
cloak
slightest effort was made to
operated as a combine, it is cited,
the immoral nature of the business. under the direct control of 15
or
Operators for these establishments! more men. Most of them have been
are often procured by advertising in engaged all their lives in the seducthe newspapers." Of the dance halls; tion and exploitation of women. New
,
York Is their Mecca.
Ire report says:
The report,
"The public dance hall was found follows their tracks through "Argenbhi oam tine, Brazil, Cuba, Canada, Alaska,
to justify tne worst uuu ua
of it. Of 75 dance; reported on only and the large cities of our own counfive were characterized by the inves- try San Francisco, Portland,
Seattigators as .'decent.' Nor are those tle, Tacoma, Butte, Denver, Omaha,
drnces attended only by hardened St. Louis, Chicago, Pittsburgh, Philaprofligates. Youn girls some Inn- delphia. Finally they realize their
ocentothers, if not entirely innocen', hopes in New York City. Here they
at. any rate not wholly depraved, raid have made a center, and from this
young men not yet altogether vicious, center they go gack over the old trail
attend the gatherings in search of from time to time."
amusement and change. Many are
One of them, the report continues,
seek Is known as the "King". He Is ininnocent working girls, who
legitimate recreation. The sinister terested In 11 houses. He is supposelement in attendance Is the hired ed to have great influence with the
cadets, who attend with the cold- authorities, and it largely depends
blooded purpose of finding new sub- upon his Judgment whether houses
jects of debauchery and of subsequent are openly and flagrantly, or quietly
exploitation for gain. Tliese agents and cautiously conducted. When exare unfavorable,
of commercialized vice are usually ternal conditions
well dressed, well mannered a.'d In- these men ship their women to
more
troduce themselves politely and easi- points where conditions are
ly to strangers. They often pretend propitious. Variations in public opin
to love at first sight and exhibit mark-e- ion and in the attitude of the muni
devotion, by which the girls are cipal authorities are quickly reflectdeceived and to which they too often ed in the market. Just before the
yield. When the seduction of the grls Rosenthal murder prices were pro
U accomplished, they are put ou the hibitively high; since that date they
have steadily declined.
.street, and their ruin is complete."
to
reOwners of realty, ostensibly
Mr. Kneeland argues, cont.rarv
the expressed views of so many
spectable, come in for severe conbodies, that girls do net demnation at the hands of the invesaa a general thing take up a life of tigators. A woman Investigator, the
shame because of the pinch of pov- report sets forth, visited 122 real eserty. He holds that oftener they are tate agents, of whom only 17 declined
victims in their ignoranc3 of the to let premises for Immoral purposes.
A group of 38 "well known" men, it
agents of commercialized vice.
"It is idle," he says, "t; explain la said, own and operate 28 houses
away the phenomena on the ground in Manhattan. "The value of shares
that they are the results of the in- moves up and down," says the report,
evitable weakness of human nature; faejoording as conditions are more
human weakness would demand far or less favorable to the conduct of
fewer and less horrible sacrifices. the business."
An attempt is made to estimate the
Most of the wreckage, and the worst
of it, is due to persistent, 'sinning vast receipts pf the resorts of
and unprincipled exploitation; to the yet the investigators are frank in
banding together in infamous enter- stating that the sums are so large
prises of made, procurer, crothel-keepe- r as to make It impossible to arrive at
and liquor vender to carry on any accurate total. Thirty of the
traffic for most tawdry resorts, it is pointed out,
deliberately a
their joint profit, a traffic, he it add- earn In the aggregate at least two
ed, from which the girl involved pro- million dollars annually, exclusive of
cures as the most, with few exeep- - the enormous profit derived from the
z

d

.

d

illicit sale of liquor and tobacco at
exorbitant prices. To arrive at any
estimate of the earnings of the itinerant women of the streets Is, of course,
out of the question.
The total cost to society, the report
emphasizes, Is staggeringly enormous,
taking no account of that greatest of
all costs disease. In this regard the
report instances an examination of
142 wayward girls in the Bedford re
formatory all of them under 18 years
of age. Ordinarily clinical examination had shown less than 21 per cent
of them infected. More
thorough
tests brought out the startling fact
that fully 90 per cent were diseased.
Unlike the fallen woman herself,
who is described as coming preponderantly from the ranks of those engaged in unskilled occupations, her
customers "represent every grade of
society."
"It, Is impossible," says the report,
"to estimate the number of men and
boys who become customers in vice
resorts in Manhattan during the
course 'of one year. On the basis of
data actually on file, it may be assumed that inmates of vice resorts .and
women on the street trade with between 10 and 15 men per day. This
is corroborated by data secured by the vice commission in Chicago, where the average was found
to be 15 per day for 18 inmates in
one house, covering a period of 22
months, as well as by data obtained
in Syracuse, New Jork, where the av
erage number of customers entertain
ed by one inmate during a period of
six months was 12. Taking the lower figure as the basis of calculation,
If the 15,000 professional prostitutes
ten guests
ot Manhattan entertain
apiece, the customers total at least
150,000 persons every day."
With reference to white slavery per
se Mr. Kneeland deprecates the prevalent idea of physical detention,
and
windows,
locked door, barred
elaborates on the more sinister me
thods of enslavement Intimidation
and sentimental loyalty of the unfor
tunates to their man masters. "Uneducated, with little or no compre
hension of her legal rights or of the
powers which could be invoked to aid

her," he says, "often an immigrant
or at least a stranger, she is soon
cowed by the brute to whom she has
mistakenly attached herself. Should
she make an effort to break away,
she is pursued and hemmed In."
The report embodies what is prob- ably the most complete census of vice
resorts ever taken. There are 1,606
of all grades enumerated, with their
respective locations by precincts. The
figures vary widely from those of the
police; but for this discrepancy no
criticism Is made of the department
or of the city authorities.
Explaining the various kinds of resorts the report lays stress on the
menace of those in tenement houses.
Investigation showed that 27 such
places were in tenements where, all
told, nearly 500 children under 16
years of age were playing about the
halls. Strangely enough, a delicatessen store is being described as perhaps the most notorious meeting place
for traffickers in women.
According to the report practically
all of the resorts founded on woman's
shame are conducted by women who
have "risen" from the ranks, Far from
being sympathetic with their wards,
the chief aim of these housekeepers
is to make as much money as possible for their masters invariably
men. Thus, though the Inmate of a
house theoretically receives half the
money she earns, she is taxed cruelly
for board, clothes, toilet articles and,
probably drugs, so that as a rule she
is continuously in debt.
IT CURES WHILE YOU WALK
Use Allen's Footease, .the antisep-

tic powder to be shaken into the
shoes. It instantly takes the sting
out of corns, itching feet, ingrowing
nails, and bunions. It is the greatest
comfort discovery of the age. Allen's
Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes
feel easy. Ladles can wear shoes
one size smaller after using. It Is a
certain relief for sweating, callous
and swollen, tender, aching feet. Try
it today. Sold everywhere, 25c. Tria"
package FREE. Address Allen S.
Olmsted, Leroy, N. Y.

Health a Factor In Success.
The largest factor contribut'nsr to
a man's success is undoubtedly Lealth.
It has been observed that a man Is
seldom sick when his bowels are regular he is never well when they are
12
constipated. For constipation you
will find nothing quite so good as
not
Chamberlain's Tablets. They
Dr. Evans.
of Health, Prescription for eczema and absolutely only' move the bowels but Improve
beia
almost no relution
guarantee that it will take away the the appetite and strengthen the diKays: "There
tween skin diseases ami the blood." The itch the instant you apply it
They am sold by all dealskin inu.st be cured through the skin.
Tf
are suffering- from any form of gestion.
Tlia germs must be washed out, and so skin you
Xixe to have you ers.
we
would
trouble
Halves have long asro been found worth- come to our store, for we
the
less. The most advanced physicians f agency of this remedy for sohadmany
ALLEGED TRUST ON TRIAL
this country are now agreed on this, fld years that we can tell you all about
ro prescribing a wash of wintergreen, D.D.D.
and how it cures
Buffalo, N. Y May 20. The govthymol and other ingredients for eczema eczema. Prescription
Tn fact, we are bo sure of
and all other skin diseases. This comwill do for you that we will b6 ernment's case against the alleged
pound is known as D.D.U Prescription glad to let you have
a $1 bottle on our
for Eczema.
it will cost you nothing ccaster brake trust, in which violaDr. Holmes, the well known skin spe- guarantee that
find
it does the work. tions of the Sherman act are charged,
unless
that
you
cialist writes: "I am convinced that the For that matter a trlak
bottle for 2Gc.
D.D.D. Prescription is as much a specific
a
to
to
be
absolutely provt was called for trial today in the
ought
enough
for eczema as quinine for malaria. We tne merits of the remedy.
liave been prescribing the D.D.U. remedy
court
in this city. Six corporaor years."
Drop into our store anyway and we
We, ourselves vouch for the D.D.D. will tell you all about this great remedy. tions and 18 individuals are Included
K. 0. GOODALL, EAS T LAS
VEGAS, N. M,
among the defendants.
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RAISING

IN

ALASKA

Weatner in Far North Not Too Severe
for Rearing Good Equino

SPEAKING

Maternal Instinct Greatly Developed by
Teaching Children to Love their Dolia.

Stock.

Most

Picturesque
University
Horse raising has recently been atTown in Germany.
tempted in Alaska and the Yukon ter-

h
A firm of miners in the
creek country, 175 miles west of
White Horse, Yukon territory, made
the experiment successfully, says the
Indianapolis News. Owing to the
abundance of fine lands available for
pasturage in Alaska and the Yukon,
the growing of horses in the north
Bhould spread rapidly if subsequent
tests in the Burwash creek country
prove as successful as the first recorded. A pasture is maintained on
the Duke river, where horses can live
all the winter without being stabled or
fed. Last summer 25 brood mares
were imported from Vancouver, and
these are wintering nicely, all of them
being reported as being in good condition. Late in the fall of 1911 a number
of horses used in previous summer by
the international boundary survey
corps were taken to the head of the
White river, near the international
boundary line, and turned out for the
winter. Having been brought from the
Oregon ranges the previous spring, a
number of mares foaled last spring,
and all the colts lived and are doing
well, making more hardy animals than
their predecessors. Several instances
are known in which colts foaled in the
far iiQrth have grown into the hardiest
horses, having become fully inured to
the severity of the winters. It has
been observed that when horse3 have
lived for some length of time In this
region they become naturally protected from the extreme could by the
growth of a longer coat of hair. Some
instances have been reported in which
horses have been seen with a crop of
hair similar to that of the buffalo.

ritory.

of This

Greatest Glory

City Is Her
Army of Ever Changing Students
Leipsiz Is Birthplace of Wagner
and Other Noted Composers.

Heidelberg, Germany. Perhaps no
place in all the world has been more
tenderly loved than old Heidelberg.
She has sent men forth, not only over
all Germany, but over all the world,
who continue to sing songs in her
praises and to write poems in her
memory.

Bur-was-

Heidelberg unites so faultlessly the
delights of mountain and plain of a
city and a country town of physical
beauty and great culture. A long narrow plain runs along the bank of the
Neckar, and here the business part
of the town is situated and above this
plain Is a lovely wooded hill on the
top of which stands the castle. For
those who desire a more intellectual
enjoyment, there are excellent concerts, theaters, libraries and museums;
for those who seek health Heidelberg
Is one of the most healthful spots In
all Germany, and for those who love
nature the Heidelberg scenery is
among the most beautiful In the world.
It Is little to be wondered at the
number of people who make Heidelberg a permanent home, and their
number is Increasing from year to
year. The town is filled with retired
officers, professors and civil servants.
But, of course, the greatest glory of
Heidelberg is her army ot ever changing students, which keeps her forever
young. The streets are flooded with
them all day long; students in bright
PASS THE NECKLACE AROUND
green caps, bright red caps or bright
yellow ones, each signifying a different
Odd Compact Entered Into by Fourcorps.
teen Pittsfield (Mass.)
We foreigners are prone to laugh at
GlrU.
stuthe scars of the German corps
dents, and yet dueling is a sport that
Like a romance of old is the story
requires more skill and is not half so
Necklace of the Berk
fatal or dangerous as football In of the "Golden1901
14 PitEsfleld girls
In
shires."
V
America. ,
who had been friends all their lives deIt Is very seldom that a man Is cided that even
marriage should not
killed and the eyes, nose and ears of
break the bonds. Together they had
are
the contestants
always protected. made for them a golden necklace of
A corps duel is very seldom a quarrel,
workmanship. It was fash
but just a trial of skill between two exquisite
ioned from 14 large beads, with smallfriends.
Sometimes one corps will er ones in between.
challenge another to meet it on the
It was agreed and determined that
as soon as any one of the 14 girls be
came engaged she should wear the
!
necklace until her marriage, when it
should be placed in a safety deposit
vault until another fell before one of
Cupid's arrows. Should one of the
girls become engaged while another
was wearing it, it was decided that
the necklace should be surrendered
..as""to the one who had last announced her
Intention of marriage. Suck a con
tingency, however, has never arisen.
IIIIITO
The binding together even after
marriage ties, of the girls who devised the "Order of the Golden Neck
1u
lace," comes In this manner: As soon
as a girl becomes engaged her initials
;:(mm
are inscribed on one of the large
beads. When she is married those of
her husband are engraved on the oppo
site, together with the year of the marriage.
Already seven have worn the ornament and it has become known that
the necklace is again to be taken from
its storeroom to adorn the person of
Miss Rosamond Hull. Her engagement
to Harold F. Morse of BInghamton, N.
Y., was announced by her mother.
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Brittany's Hair Harvest.

It is at Easter time that the curious
"hair harvest" of Brittany is "reaped"

by the traveling merchants, who go
from village to village buying the
beautiful hair for which the Breton
belles are famous. This Is later demmmi
stined to be made up into "transfor-mations,"fringes" and other mysterious arrangements with which ladies less abundantly endowed by nature make up their shortcomings in
the matter of "woman's crowning
University Building, Heidelberg.
glory." The clients of the hair buyers
are
chiefly country lasses in the refootball
dueling ground just as one
team will meet another in friendly moter districts, who are only too
fltased to sell their tresses in order to
rivalry.
a little money to spend at the
obtain
Is
Heifrom
different
quite
Leipzig
fairs. The "harvest," however,
Easter
commera
more
bigger and
delberg,
cial place. It is the center of book is said not to be so good as formerly,
as with the spread of education and
publishing for all Germany.
love of display many girls prefer
The new Rathaus Is a most pompous the
to keep their hair. Wide Awake Magand ponderous looking affair, with
none of the charms "of the old, built azine.
with a twentieth century eye for use
Where Poverty Hurts.
Instead of for beauty. In back of this
Charles Tellier, the inventor of cold
Katbaus is one of the most charming
e
and quaint fountains in Germany. It storage, is a Frenchman of eighty-fivis a wilderness of little figures of boys years, and having been discovered
a state of abject poverty, Mr. Tellier
and girls and geese and dogs and cats. in
was recently decorated and pensioned
Perhaps Leipzig's greatest glory is
the French
that it was here Richard Wagner was by In the course government.
of an Interview with
born. His birthplace is a homely old a New York
Mr. Tellcorrespondent,
with
stores on the ground ier talked with
building
humor
about
grim
floor. A simple tablet marks the
poverty.
house.
'The advantages of poverty are
Leipzig has always been a musical overrated," he said.
"The rich decentec and here such men as Wagner, clare that poverty
out a man's
brings
Bach, Schuman and Mendellsohn have gcod points. Well so it does by the
lived and here helped to make the roots."
music for all the world. The Gewand-hau- s
orchestra Is among the best in
Wonderful Crater Lake.
Germany.
Where once towered the highest
As in Heidelberg, in Leipzig It is peak in this country is now only a
the German student that is the glory part of the shell, and within it lies
of the place. They are to be seen wonderful Crater lake, In Oregon.
everywhere, In the streets, in the res- This is the view taken by geologists.
taurants and at the theaters. They This was Mount Mazama, a grent volare the me that will rnake the Ger- cano, which, probably before the
many of tomorrow. And the Germany dawn o life upon earth, towered high
of tomorrow will be a great and powabove any mountain now within the
erful nation. True, It Is already great boundary of the United States. ThouIt
but
is only a begin- sands of years ago it disappeared into
and powerful,
ning. "Vort schrltt," progress, that Is the bowels of the earth. Crater lake,
the word the battle cry heard ev- six miles in diameter, is 2,000 feet
erywhere on the Hps of every one. It deep in places, and parts of the walls
!
the flag tbey follow.
riBe perpendicularly another 2,000
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OF CHANCE

By F. H. FERGUSON.

"It is a gamble," said Loomls, "and
it might seem attractive to others.
Not to me."
"Well, isn't everything a gamble,
business or sport?" asked DeWitt.
"You can't tell how you are coming
out, no matter how careful you are
about going in. The chance that stocks
will go up or down Is just the same
as the chance that the ball will fall in
the red or the black on the roulette
wheel."
"Not the same," rejoined Looml3.
"for full knowledge of the market and
the holdings enables the operator to
forecast ordinary fluctuations. There
can be no forecast of a happening
that is governed only by chance."
"May I suggest," interposed the professor, "that the analysis is destructive
of both contentions. Mr. Loomis as
sumes that there are happenings 'gov.
erned' by chance. Perhaps if he will
examine the phrase he will discover
that it is paradoxical. Is what he calls
chance governed by something?"
Loomls
and
DeWitt
hesitated,
laughed. "I think the professor agrees
with my view.''
"On the contrary," said the professor. "I believe there is no such thing
as chance. More, I am willing to rest
Have
my belief on your experience.
you ever known of an occurrence th.il
ultimately proved to be utterly pur
poseless and out of time? Don't answer me too quickly. Let me tell you
oi a sirauRe series or wnat my infiu:
Loomis calls chauces. The story
Just come to me fairly complete:
"Nine years ago two children, brother and sister, were placed in a charitable Institution In New York city.
Their mother had died and left then
unprovided for, their father had disappeared some time before. The boy
wa3 ten years old, the girl seven
After a year in the institution the boy
ran away, and, strange to say, left
the city and followed the railror.')
westward.
It was in the summer and
he made his way easily for fruit and
plentiful and sleeping out of doors wag
not a hardship. He had many ad
ventures along the road, but none
worth mention until late in September,
when he found himself in a little village In southern Jlichigan. His cloth
Ing had been worn to rags and he was
beginning to be shy of town, fearing
arrest and possibly a forced return to
New York. But in Mattawan he saw
a
woman who not only
gave him a meal but a complete suit
of clothes, and who talked to him with
so much interest that he told her
more of his story than he had confided to any other new acquaintance
He said that his parents were dead,
that he was going to California, where
the gold came from, and that he had
made his way alone from Rochester.
The woman tried to induce him, to
stay for a time with her, but he was
afraid and got away as quickly as he
kind-face-

could.

The tittle child's dull !s mother to the
And iu the yean
romantic t'uiry.
that pans, the dull faili'S Inlo the pt'tals
ot a June rose, to evulve the most wonmoHt

drous ot all transformations.
And now comes

a more serious period

ml

J-Uk-

M-

when the loy of real motherhood should do
as tranquil as best effort can provide.
This is accomplished with a wonderful
an ei
remedy known as Mother"s
ternal application bo penetrating In Its
to
nature as
thoroughly lubricate every
cord, nerve, muscle and tendon involved.
There will be no pain, none of that
nausea or morulns slcknesH, no sensation
of distress or strain of expanding muscle
The ncrveB, too, will he calm, thus making
the period one of restful day, of peaceful
Bights and a source of happiest anticipation.
The young, expectant mother must be carefully watchful lest she become absorbed la
those mental distresses which Illy prepara
her for the most Important event in her life.
Mother's Friend enables her to avoid all
sensation of dread, worry or pain, and thua
Bhe is preserved In health and strength to
take up the Joyful task of motherhood.
You will find Mother's Friend on sale ad
all drug stores at $1.00 a bottle. Do not fail
to tise It regularly as directed. Write
to liradfield Hegulator Co., l:',5 Lamar Hklg.,
Atlanta, Ga., for their most valuable littla
guide book for expectant mothers.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for anv case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured b Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & wO.,
Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 year3,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonplals sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Foley Kidney Pills repay your confidence in their her ling and curative
qualities. Any kidney or bladder disease net beyond the reach of medicine will yield to their use. Mrs. Cordelia Copeland, Ardeola, Mo., says, "1
had kidney and bladder trouble for
over a year and 5 bottles of Foley
Kidney Pil'is cured me." It is the
same story from every one who uses
them. All say, "they cured me,'- O.
'.1.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store.
-

In

the whole He?o of melicine
is not a healing reraedy that
will repair damage to the ftesh more
quickly than BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
burns, scald3, and rheumatism, Its
healing and penetrating power Is extraordinary. Price 23c, EOc and tl.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

there

"He arrived in San Francisco Christ
that time well Inured to
His first
hardship but still
meal in that city was earned the next
morning selling .papers, for he found
not only, instruction but help anions
the newsboys. For a long time he
Rheumatism
Quickly Cured.
made no. more than a bare living, but
"My sister's husband had a atby the time of the fire he had begun
In his arm,"
to save. Three years ago, then fifteen tack of rheumatism
a well known resident of Newwrites
years old, he realized that he needed ton, Iowa. "I gave him a bottle of
an education more than anything else, Chamberlain's Liniment
which he
and he began to attend night school. applied to his arm and on the next
He kept his place on the street selling
morning the rheumatism was gone."
the morning papers, but in the after- For chronic muscular rheumatism you
noon gave it up to others while he will find nothing better than Chamwent to his studies. Last Novembei berlain's Liniment. Sold by a'll dealhe learned of a place with an engineer. ers.
Ing firm here that would be open foi
him if he could prepare for it. To
A slight cold In a child or a grown
make it he would require at least six person holds possibilities of a grave
months at the university, and it seem, nature.
Croup may come on suddened out of his reach. He needed $200
to sustain him, for he would be oblig. ly, bronchitis or pneumonia may deed to give up his newspaper selling. velop, severe catarrhal troubles and
possible results.
Every plan he could think of present- consumption are
ed the same necessity More money
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
and he knew ot no way to get it. Two nips a cold at the outset, cures croup
days later he picked up a purse on the quickly, checks a deepseated cough,
walk where he had stood so many and heals inflamed memlirauces. -mornings, and in the purse was $600
It seemed like a direct answer to his O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.
wishes, but he wanted to be honest
Sallow complexion is due to a torThe next morning he turned quickly
but tremblingly to the 'lost and found' pid liver.
HETtBINE
purifies and
advertisements. What he hoped not strengthens the liver and bowels and
to see was there, and two hours later restores the
rosy b'ioom of health to
he was on his way to the address
the cheek. Price 50c. Sold by Cengiven. To his knock the door open
ed and there, not recognized for a tral Drug Co.
minute of curious surprise and strug
gling recollection, stood his sister,
whom he had not seen for seven years.
"Her story was even more interstlng
than his. She had keen chosen from
among her many companions in the in.
LARGEST VARIETY
stitutlon and adopted by a childless FINEST QUALITY
couplo from Michigan, who had visited
New York with this purpose in mind.
A long time after she had become
wonted to her new h,ome she told her
foster mother of toir brother, who
had run away threa years before.
With her description the kind-facewoman recalled the boy she had fed
and clothed, and told the sister of the
incident and the boy's expressed determination to go to California. Then
came from the charitable institution
a message and a bequest. The father
.
"CUT
tv nniv l"l .Vi t 'i
of the children had traced them so far,
n("
contains Oil.
and I'olw
re
but had died before he could join the' postuvi-lchildren's
mid
and
hon!
wilt it funrime,'ic.
i
U!-He
iculi,
had
'id
left
her
daughter.
$600. With
combination lor rtio5o v It
this small fortune the girl could think all"bMWr
t t ,
luituaof runfu'torun shoe. :'6c.
of nothing but a Journey to California
!
"IWJHIK WHIWOn ffnwM form with
i..
ttuu mutais uu i.$ cvas
In search of her brother.
She came ty "ckaffi
' 0" ' i"
v
V
and found him by losing her purse.
I
.. Si r.ir i
b
, amU i .
sine ii'ii.'',
Rn,nj
"Now, gentlemen, will you call these
j..
Bomeiifl"
WtUfU bt- - ft it a
related happenings mere chance? As If yonrrt-tonr.t
fch.-n
h.
frr,
,
Mr. Loomls said, 'Not to me." In a tuy iirii Oi
t
.
i
universe governed by law there can
i
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no such thing as chance."
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The 'peopie of New Mexico want to
know, from Governor William C. McDonald, whether tbis educational policy is td continue in the schools of
New Mexico. They want to know
whether or not our progressive educational Insttlutions are to be made
the football of politicians. They want
to know whether, political pull or
merit Is to l?e. the qualification of
our educators.; , ;
The explanation cannot come any
to soon to satiefy the friends of
education in this state. If the po'ilcy
introduced into the management of
one of the largest and most important
institutions In New Mexico is to become the keynote of the system m
the state, the people should be taken
confidence and
Into the executive
'
they will know the situation they
have to handle.
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LETTERS
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ABBEST
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INSPECTORS

DENVER USE CLEVER MEANS
OF TRAPPING CRIMINAL.

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
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52.00
One Year
Six Months

defective
Denver, May 20. Two
letters on a' typewriter formed tbo
clew on which federal authorities today arrested E. A. Dickson on a
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CARDlir WORKED

LIKEA

CIIARtll
to Help

After Operation Failed
Cardui Worked Like a Charm.

C

"I suffered wltl
Jonesville, S.
Mrs. J. S
writes
trouble,"
womaDly
Kendrlck, In a letter from this place,
"and at times, I could not bear to stand
on my feet. The doctor said I would
never be any better, and that I would
have to tave an operation, or I would
have a cancer.
I went to the hospital, and they oper
ated on me, but I got no better. They
said medicines would do me no good,
and I thought I would have to die.
At last I tried Cardui, and began to
Improve, so I continued using It. Now,
I am well, and can do my own work.
I don't feel any pains.
Cardui worked like1 a charm."
There must be merit in this purely
vegetable, tonic remedy, for women
Cardui for It has been In successful
use for more than 50 years, for the
treatment of womanly weakness and
disease.
Please try It, for your troubles.

Ch.

N. B. Write to: Ladln' Advisory Dept.
noon Mfdlcine Co.. Chattanooga. Tenn.. for Special
book, 'Home Treatme
Instructions, and
tor Women," unt in plain orapw, on rtqunt.

COMMITTEES WORKING
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscripvmuvvuv
jO UJ, GVUUIUI3
tions,)
Remit by droit, check or money or. through, the mal'i3.
TARIFF DUTIES
Four months ago the proprietor of
4er. If sent otherwise we will not
to
a moving picture theater reported
be responsible for loss.
of one
Specimen copies free on applica- the police that the upholstery
had SUBORDINATE DIVISIONS OF THE
seats
in
the
of
tho
playhouse
tion.
FINANCE COMMITTEE OF THE
been slashed with a knife, and that
. SENATE REPORT
he had received an abusive letter
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
ofThe
more
damage.
threatening
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
20. Majority
May
Washington,
fense was repeated. Thn other picPAID FOR
senate
finance comthe
of
members
ture houses became victims of the
their first meeting today
mittee
held
vandalism.
mysterious
Advertisers are guaranteed the
The postoffice inspectors were no- to hear preliminary reports from the
working on the tariff
largest daily and weekly circulation tified and began work on the case.
of any newspaper In northern New They found that all the letters were bill and suggest revisions for approval
demoMexico.
written on a typewriter on which the of the entire committee and the
caucus.
cratic
the
and
was
"B"
clogged
capital
Senator Stone reported that the
ton of the small "n" was flat. Then,
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had been

metal schedule

Main
Main

I'EOl'Li; WANT TO
KNOW

The people of New Mexico, whose

practically
by painstaking observation, they de
but
termined at What mail box the letters completed by his
sec
a
considered
was
that
it
being
were posted. An inspector was placed
an expert
at the box, to take out every letter ond time with the aid of
customs
from
the
appraiser's office in
deposited and examine the superscripSome
York.
New
changes in the
showed
tion. Last night an envelope
is
the defective "B" and "n". The man schedules have been made, but, it
chara
not
are
such
of
arbelieved,
they
who mailed it was followed and
of
rested. He gave his name as E. A. acter as to arouse the opposition
democrats.
the
house
Dickson, and when arraigned before

United States Commissioner
uducuionui aJ.ancement is her ehief-us-t dale
today he pleaded not guilty.
pride, would like to know whether or not we have dropped out of the
van of progress and reverted to the
ALLEGED FRAUD IN
period which we trusted' was gone
forever when politics was the first
ENVE.1 ELECTION
consideration in our schools, says
the Albuquerque Herald'.
For several years past Dr. William GRAND JURY WILL INVESTIGATE
15. Garrison,
able, progressive, schol
FINDING OF MARKED SAMPLE
arly, energetic and successful, has
BALLOTS
been leading in the work of making
the New Mexico College of Agricul
Denver, May 20. Sample ballots,
ture and Mechanic Arts one of the marked in the interest of two candi
best schools of Its kind In the coun dates or- commissionerships at to
try. Dr. Garrison's work has been day's election, were found wrapped
unselfish and persistent and effect with the official supplies sent to the
ive; never before has the college election officials at one voting pre
.made such splendid progress and nev cinct. District
Attorney Jonn A. Rusrt
er has there been a better spirit in- - announced that he would bring the
sido the institution nor a better feel- incident to the attention of the grand
ing toward the institution in the state jury which will be in session this afat large.
ternoon for the purpose of hearing
For the past nine years Dr. Luther charges of, fraud.
Foster has labored ably and efficientMinor disturbances occurred in vari
ly to make the Agricultural college ous parts of the city during the forefulfill its mission. Since he left the noon. Sheriff Daniel M. Sullivan,
presidency he has rendered excellent himself a candidate for commissionservice as director of the experiment- er of safety, had sworn in 12 women
al farm. Nw Mexico is under heavy deputies and a large number of men
, to
obligations to Dr. Foster.
discourage any attempt at irreg- Professor 3. O. Miller, until recently ularities in the voting. In one
of the college, has grown 'cinct a po"ce sergeant ordered a wo- ap with it; he is a graduate and has man deputy from the polling place.
worked in season and out of season,
Under the, law, each candidate is
early and late, for the welfare of tne entitled iQ have one watcher present
echool.
at each polling place. There are 134
All of these men have been maR-in- candidates' and 180 polling places.
good. They have been earnest However, only a few candidates took
and effective leaders in the cause of advantage" "of their lesal privilege
to maintain watchers. The election
education in the state.
Governor W. C. McDonald appoint- committee today announced that the
ed as regents of the Agricultural col- registration for today's election is
Llewellyn, 71,356. The registration for the muni- lege Messrs. Morgan
Ftn- - cipal eteotionia year. ago was ,75,175.
James Paxton, A.
c!s E. Lester and R. R. Larkln. Of The; district: a,ttprney has ruled that.
these! men, it was a matter of com-- j illiterate .voters are not entitled to
mon , report that Mr. Lwelellyn re- receive help in marking their ballots.
with the - r
ceived the appointment
i
'
SOUTH DAKOTA MERCHANTS
avowed Object of getting the scalp
Redfield. S. D.. May 20. With a
of Dr. Garrison. Mr. Llewellyn imme
on
his
made
promise, large and representative attendance,
good
diately
nnd was fo'ilowed, for political rea- the Pouth Dakota Retail Merchants
sons, by Messrs. Hudspeth and Pax-to- slid Hardware Dealers association be
gan its sixteenth annual convention
President Garrison was inconti- here today. Costs, credits, insurance
of
nently fired from the position which freight rates and other subjects
hs had filled with such signal ability; common interest are to be discussed
the veteran, Dr. Luther Foster, was during the three days' sessions.
reduced to a professorship and anMICHIGAN LEAGUE STARTS
other man put In charge of the experC.
Mich.; May 20. This was
J.
,Manistee;
and
iment station,
Registrar
the oper.lng day of the season for
Miller was reduced to a professorthe "Michigan, State Baseball league,
ship.
All this has been done, as far as Muskegon pjay'rp at Ludlnfe'oi. TraCadil'tan be learned, purely and simply for verse City at Boyne City and
and
One
hundred
at
Manistee.
lac
and
leal
reasons
The
poli!
efficiency
record for ability and success of the 20 'games fill be" played during the
vlct'roK apparently counted for BotU- - sfaeort, ...wlslch will close September
Hins-

n.

14."

''"

'

'

Senator Johnson reported that the
chemical schedule has been finished
and that about
by his
20 charges had been made, affectint
chiefly dyes used in the manufacture
were
of cotton goods. No reports
made relating to sugar and wool
Railroads Object to Income Tax
Wr. D. Hines, chairman of the legislative committee of counsel for the
Santa Fe railroad, and representing
20 other lines, complained today to
Senator ;WIlUams, chairman of the
considering the income
tax, that a subsection of the provision would result in taxing holding
corporations twice, both on the income of a subsidiary and that of a
holding company. He also maintained that interest on ail bonded indebtedness should be exempt.
Debate on the bill' in the senate

TUESDAY,

MAY 20, 1915.

was desultory and featureless, concerning principally tho work of the subcommittee. Senator Penrose oredict- ed that the bill would keep congress
in session throughout the summer.
Republican senators, he said, would
offer amendments to schedules, but
had no concerted yiau and did not
expect to resort to a policy of delay.

dull and featureless.
Traders took the long side of the
The spring months often find a market for a turn, on the
theory that
woman tired out, with pain in back, the action of
yesterday's market inhips and head, hervous and sleepless. dicated that liquidation of the standfcVltpn (flrlnOV Pillc will nl.tnVln nVnVa I
ard stocks had been completed. The
their worth and value as a hea'ie'r of undertone was firm, and some small
all kidney and bladder ailments and gains were made.
irregularities.
They are a splendid
Operations were curtailed, however,
remedy for rheumatism, clearing the while word was awaited as to the
uric acid from the Joints and system. outcome of today's offerings of New
Try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red' York City bonds tiere and the ChinCross Drug Store.
1 ese loan abroad.
Bonds were steady.
Rumors that the various interests
concerned in the Harriman dissoluDRILLED WITNESSES
tion plan had reached an agreement
caused active trading and higher pricSouthON WHAT TO SAY es. Union Pacific mounted
ern Pacific 1 and many other stocks
from half a point to a point. ActivHARVTSTER TRUST ATTORNEY'S ity was not sustained when the report failed of corroboration, but pricCLEVER SCHEME GIVEN
es held stronger.
,
AWAY BY A DEALER.
Traders having secured a comfortmid-darise in
Chicago, May 20. What Edwin P. able profit by the
were
to
disposed
participate
Grosvenor, representing the govern- prices,
ment called a witnesses' mass meet- actively In the latter dealings, pendas to the success of today's
ing," was uncovered in the harvester ing word
on both sides of the
Issues
bond
anti-truhearing before a special
examiuer today. The discovery came Atlantic. In consequence speculation
of C. J. was spiritless and devoid of signifiin the
cance.
Passage, an implement dealer of
The market closed heavy. Tabula111.
Smithshire,
tion
of the bid for the $45,000,000 city
According to the government reissue was watched keenly and
bond
in
found
he
has
port, of late
difficulty
it became evident that most of
when
persuading dealers to tell what perbonds
would not bring nv.'ch
the
hancentage of the implements they
sold stocks
above
par, speculators
dle are made by the International
the outstading city bonds. Huge
and
Harvester company.
new bonds were sold
"Has not some one had a talk with blocks of the
curb from 100 per cent to
on
the
you about what you would testify
100
per cent. Reaction in some
here today?" Grosvenor asked Passtocks reached a point, and the marsage.
ket in the final dealings was under
"No; not exactly," replied Paspressure. The last sales were:
steady
sage.
74
Amalgamated Copper
"What do you mean by that?" .
HO
Sugar
"Weil, not to me personally. There
99
was a meeting of us witnesses tnls Atchison
160
Reading
morning and one of the harvester at- Southern Pacific
...,96
torneys, T. J. Doyle of Lincoln, Neb.,
150'i
Union Pacific
talked to us."
60
Steel
States
.v.
United
"Where was this meeting?"
105
States
United
pfd
Steel,
"About 20 of us all that are here
in court, got together at the Great
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Northern hotel."
20. Adverse crop
May
Chicago,
Doyle, the witness said, explained
and France
from
Bulgaria
reports
to
to them why they had been called
Bene
tend
wheat
made
upward.
today
Ckicago and explained the nature of
ficial rains In the American spring
the case against the company.
crop belt had a restraining effect on
"Something was said to you about the bulls. The
opening was unchangpercentages of sales1 of International ed to Y
higher.
July started at 89
products, was there not?"
to
, reacted to
a
to
of
gain
"Yes; something was said about 89 89,
and rallied to 89. The close
that,"
is
"What was said?"
at
88.
"I don't remember."
corn, which opened unchanged
July
were
put
Similar Interrogations
to
at 56 to 50, advanced
higher
each witness who followed Passage
to 57
.
The close was easy
eithon the stand, but they answered
for July.
net
lower at 56
er that nothing was said about pera shade up at 37
oats
started
July
centages, or that they did not reca'il and rose to '37
.
what was said.
Sharp commission demand lifted
provisions. Offerings were light.
Tho great calamity in umalia was The opening was unchanged to 7
quickly overshadowed by the terribly higher, with July at $19.90 to $13.92
disastrous floods in Ohio. Great suf- for pork; $11.10 for lard and $11.30
fering and sickness from eclds and to $11.35. for ribs. The closing quota
exposure resulted. L. Poole, 2217 Cali tions were as follows:
"My
fornia St. uOmana, writes:
Wheat, May 90; July 88; Sep
and
severe
a
cough
had
very
daughtr
tember 88; December 90.
cold but Foley'! Honey and Tar Com
Corn, May
July 56; Septem
pound knocked It out in ; no time." ber
December 55.
57;
Refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
Oats, May
July 36; Septem
and Red Cross Drug Store.
ber 36; December 36.
Pork, May $19.90; July $19.80; Sep
tember $19.50.
UPTON'S CHALLENGE
Lard, May $11.15; July $11.02;
September $11.12.
Ribs, July $11.30; September $11.12.
FOB COP ACCEPTED

1,

Shall We
Go This
Summer?

n

KANSAS CITY

WILL Tiyv
ENGLISH SPORTSMEN
ONCE MORE TO SECURE
YACHTING TROPHY.

Upon the correct answer to
question will depend
much of the pleasure of your
outinsr. Why not avail yourself of the assistance of the
undersigned, one of ths. Santa Fe's summer tour special-- ,
ists? His help will cost you
nothingv biit you will find tt
invaluable. " ' ' ;"

this

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, the Northwest
Chicago, Adirondacks, the
Northern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
this summer?

London,, May 20. The New York'
Yacht club today cabled the Royal
Ulster Yacht club definitely acceptUpton's challenge
ing Sir Thomas
for the America's cup.
The races will take place in September, 1914, under the New York
Yacht club's present rules as to measurement, time allowance and racing
'
rules!"
.''
Sir Thomas Upton considers that
the conditions of acceptance of his
challenge by the New York Yacht
club are a great victory for him. He
says they will enable him to build a
good seaworthy boat.
It is still a question whether Sir
Thomas will be allowed to tow his
yacht across the Atlantic.
"It does not really matter much,"
he said, "whether I am allowed to
tow or not. Anyyay, l should not
want to tow except In the case of a
head" wind or a dead calm-Asked whether he thought the de
fenders would meet him with a bigger boat than the challenger he replied:
"That Joes not give me the least
worry. They have always treated me
in the most generous and sportsmanlike' spirit,"
.

"

Complete information about summer fares and train service, etc.,
sent promptly, if you address
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Appetizing Breakfasts Prepaid
Right on the Dining Table
With the Electric Grill the most convenient of electrical cooking devicesyou can prepare a dainty,' tasty, palatable meal on the dining
table. Simp'y attach to any convenient electric Bocket and in less
than 15 seconds the radiant colls of the grill are ready for use.
You could not prepare a more appetizing breakfast than the Electric
Grill will cook for you. Bacon may be broiled underneath the heat
coils at the same time that toast is being made on top. You can iboil,
fry or poach eggs fry chops make griddle cakes In fact, you will
find new uses for an Electric Grill almost every day.

y

56;
38;

Where

D.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 20. Disappearance
of pressure against various low priced
railroad stocks which were conspicuously weak during the preceding two
days of trading, deprived the stock
market of its only sign of activity,
and business during the morning was

An Electric Grill is

Decidedly Inexpensive to Use
The cost of operating an Electric Grill is very low just a few cents.
No time Is wasted in preparation it is always ready
If you have
Electric Light In your home, you really should own this decided con'
venience.

See Our Display of Electrical Appliances

LAS VEGAS LIGHT &
POWER CO,
51,050

AT VOUR DOUR

FULLY EQUIPPED

T.

IrvktAbsal

"

p

r

OVERLAND WOir-- 5ST

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Vegas Automobile
Phone Main 344.

Machine

&

iWhalen,

&

Co

Fowler Props

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, May 20. "Cattle, re
ceipts 9,000. Market steady. South
ern steers $G.207.50; southern cows
and heifers $4.507.25; native cows
and heifers $4. 75 8. 25; stockers and
feeders $6.508; bulls $5.757.25;
calves $6. 5010; western steers $7
8.25; western cows $4.507.25.
Hogs, receipts 16,000. Market 5 to
10 cents higher.
Bulk of sales $8.40
8.50;"
packers
and butchers $8. 40. 55; lights $8.45
;:- ',1 8,50; pigs $77.50?
steaMarket
9,000.
Sheep, receipts
dy to 10 cents higher." ''Muttons '$
6.50; Colorado lambs I6.758'.50;
range wethers and yearlings $4.40
7; range ewes $46.25.
heavy-$8.358.-

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS MEET
Baltimore, Mr., May 20. Noted en
frnni mnnv nflrts rtf th pnnn.
try registered here today for the
spring meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. The
sessions of the meeting will continue
until Saturday and will he devoted
to the discussion of many live engi-

neering problems. During their stay
in Baltimore the visitors will inspect
e
fire system,
the new
also the newly completed sewage system and sewage disposal
plant at
Back Rivel', which is 'believed to be
the largest and one of the most modern in the world.

UNDERWEAR
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Reduced This Week

D 70
Snow White Gowns, Skirts, Corset Covers,
Slips, Drawers and Combination Suits
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY, MAY 20, 1913.
B. S. Ellis came in last night from
his ranch in the Panhandle of Texas
for a few weeks' visit with his family, which resides in Las Vegas.
Mrs. John Ensign left this afterAT
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Clark have re- noon for Phelps, Okla., where she
turned from their automobile trip to was called on account o the serious
illness of her mother who resides
Santa Fe.
N
ca
le there. Mrs. Ensign probably will be
Mrs. E, W. Neal of Shoemaker
several
in this afternoon for a short visit In absent from Las Vegas for
months.
Las Vegas.
BY
LOCAL
ASKS LECTURE-RECITALIGHTWEIGHT
DEFEATED
came
M. J. Tammer of Lamar, Colo.,
TALENT PLEASES AUDIENCE
FOR A RETURN BOUT WITH
In last night for a few days' business
OF MUSIC LOVERS.
NEWMAN IN THE F.LL.
lb
MIS.
visit in Las Vegas.
Miss Delia Mclntyre left last night
When the announcement was mafle
of Saguache, Colo., who
Bud
BEST has leftBoyd
LAID
for Albuquerque where she will rehere for California, will re- some time ago that local talent had
main for a few days.
to: give a 'ectui
turn in a few months for a return arrangied
It. Finch and P. Fregenson of Luce- between himself and Louis covering the musical scores and lymatch
to, N. M., came In last night for a HAD BEEN A RESIDENT OF LAS Newman.
Bud said he had lost' the rics of Tannhauser, there were those
VEGAS SINCE 1879, COMING
few days' visit in Las Vegas.
fight fairly and is entirely satisfied who expressed the belief that the unHERE FROM CANADA.
A. W. Thompson cf Fort Collins,
with the decision of Referee Willie dertaking was "too big for Vegas."
Colo., came in last night for a few
Cullen. Bud stated when asked wny The talent was recognized as being
The funeral of the late Mrs. H. H.
day's business visit in Las Vegas.
he 'lost the bout Friday night, that the best obtainable here, but those
'
A. T. Rogers, Jr., returned last Closson was held this morning at 10
he lOBt because he tried the wrong who claim to know' something about
night from Trinidad where he has o'clock from the Closson nome, 408 way of fighting.
music were" of? ihe opinion that no
Grand avenue. Rev. E. C. Anderson,
been on tiusiness for a short time.
"I was looking for one blow that city of lesser siza than Denver could
C. A. Holmes, rpresentatlve' for the pastor of the First Methodist church, would do the work, but I looked too produce artists capable of adequateof
had charge of the services, which
Halstead Milling company
The next ly presenting such a production. They
long, as it never came.Kan., was a business visitor were attended by a large number of time I meet Newman it will be a dif- were mistaken.
the friends of Mr. and Mrs. Closson
here today.
was given last
The lecture-recita- l
ferent fight and I will win."
tne Interment was in Masonic cemetery.
E. S. Waddles, representing
Normal
the
in
is
the
that
he
University
confident
is
evening
Boyd
Tuttle-Mau- l
Dry Goods company of The pallbearers were O. L. Gregory, better man when it comes to real hall, before a mixed audience of musSt. Joseph, Mo., was a business visit- K. D. Goodail, Charles Tamme, D. R.
strength and also that if he had stood ical critics and those to whom ragor in the city today.
Murray, Perry Onion and C. V. Hedg-cocup and fought the same fight New- time appeals just as strongly or a
;
.?
Mr. and Mrs. George Graham of
grand opera.
man did he would have knocked out little stronger than
Mrs. Ciosson, whose maiden name
Demiug have located in Las Vegas.
will follow the The critical ones were led to express
Boyd
his
opponent.
Mrs. Graham was formerly Miss Bes- was Mary Goin, was born in Worits-wortrea- the opinion that the work had been
boxing game in California for the
Canada,
sie Floyd of this city.
September 3, 1844. son
a exceedingly well done, while those
that
not
think
does
he
that
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Huxter of New She grew to womanhood in Canada
he received last who do not claim to be lovers of the
kind
the
of
defeat
York City arrived In Las Vegas this and was united in marriage to H. H.
week should demand that he leave extremely classical in music were
af lernoon for a short visit here. They Closson, October 13, 18G0. Six chilthe ring. Boyd made many friends surprised to find that they had endren were bom to the coup.e,' four
are oa their way to California.
here who wish him the best of suc joyed the program immensely.
J. A. Conley, master mechanic for of whom survive, as follows: Mrs. cess in California. He is a clean
was a triumph
The 'lecture-recita- l
the New Mexico division of the Santa Hattie Ales worth, Rochester, N. Y.;
who participated
more
all
the
experfor
little
a
with
persons
and
Fe Railway company, came in last Charles C. Closson, Santa Fe, N. M.; fighter should make a good record. in it, but especially for Miss May
ience
night for a short business visit from Mrs. H. P. Kirkpatrick, Albuquerque;
Means accompanied Boyd to Ross and Mrs. Mabel Hall, who had
Manager
A
Ariz.
Mrs. G. W. Green, Globe,
Raton.
charge of its production. Miss Ross,
coast
the
died several
C. J. Jones, better known as "Buf- - son, George
Closson,
who is an experienced reader and
falo" Jones, left this afternoon for his years ago, and a daughter, Lovisa,
producer of amateur plays, had
ranch at Fort Sumner, where he will tetter known here as Mrs. Patrick HIGH SCHOOL SfNIORS charge of the arrangement of the opremain on business for the oomin Young, has been dead for some time,
era for production as a lecture-recitafew days.
j
The Clossons have been residents
and succeeded most admirably.
TO GETJIPLOMAS
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Pflug of Spring-- , of Las Vegas" for many years. Mr.
Mrs. Hall, a pianist and singer of no
field, Neb., passed through here last Closson came here in 1879, and was
ordinary ability, had supervision over
evening on their way to their home followed a year later by his family, ANNUAL COMENCEMENT OF THE the music, while Miss Ross presided
have many
from Phoenix, Ariz. They made the Mr. and Mrs.' Closson
WILL BE HELD
INSTITUTION
at the rehearsals.
friends here, made during pioneer
trip in a Bergdall automobile.
TOMORROW EVENING
A ladies' quartette
composed of
days and during the later years of
Mrs. Grace Ireland
Koogler, Mrs.
accompanied by her daughter, passed Las Vegas' advancement.
The commencement exerc ises of the Lora Holmes Northrup, Mrs. Florence
through here this afternoon on tram
Las Vegas High school will be held Scott Prentice and Mrs. Mabel Hall,
No. 1 enroute to New York City and
tomorrow night at the Duncan opera sang the greater part of the operatic
FEAR "PINK BOLL WORM"
other places in the east.
An interesting program has scores, while Mrs. Northrup, soprano,
May 20. A quarantine house.
Washington,
William De Witt of Buena Vista,
and the occasion will and Mr. George A. Smith, tenor, had
been
cotton-seefrom
prepared,
importations
against
Colo., drove down last night from
with the usual impressive solo parts. Mrs. Hall at the piano
observed
be
established
be
India
and
may
that place in his Ford car for a few Egypt
as a result of a conference held at ceremonies. Dr. David R. Boyd, presi- and Mrs. Augusta Fleck O'Malley,
days' business visit. Mr. De Witt Is the department of agriculture today dent of the New .Mexico University, violinist, furnished beautiful accoma prominent cattle man at Buena on
the subject of the threatened in will deliver the address. The High paniment to many portions of the
Vista, and is in Las Vegas on cattle vasion of the "pink boll worm.' This school orchestra will furnish music. musical program.
business. .,
To Miss Ross fell the difficult task
dansrerous enemy of cotton is now This is the first time in its history
J. H. Hunter, formerly a resident
able to fur of reading the entire opera, which
widely distributed In Egypt and In that the school has been
and business man of this city, came dia and it is feared that the pest nish its own orchestra. This organi- - Lho J1(J with great expression, bnng- in last night to look over his busidirection
might be introduced into the United zatlon has been under the
ing out all the beautiful dramatic
ness interests here. Mr. Hunter Is States. The danger is not regarded of Mrs. Charles Kohn, and is prepar- Rcenes in a most realistic way. Miss
now located at Omaha, Neb., and is
Ross also explained the progress of
af very great, however, as the Im ed to render excellent music.
employed by the Chicago and Great portations of cotton-seeOf especial Interest will be the the opera. Her readings were fol
from the
Western Railway company as claim countries named is very small.
presentation of the diplomas to the lowed by the singing of the various
agent.
rgaduates of the class of 1913, This parts. The singers, all of whom are
United States Marshal Secundino
RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS
ceremony always Is interesting to the prominent in Las Vegas musical cir
Romero passed through here. this af20.
National
The
parents of the graduates, but to the cles, hand'ied the difficult scores with
May
Cincinnati,
ternoon with Charles White and J. Association of Rallwi y Mall Clerks, other students of the school It is a
apparent ease.
B. Harris, two federal prisoners who one of the oldest and
was wonderful
jiost influential more or less sad occasion. The junior The lecture-recita- l
are being taken to the government of organized labor bod.
began its class always feels regret at losing the ly well done both from a. dramatic
prison at Leavenworth, Kan. These annual convention in Cincinnati to- seniors, knowing that the many good and musie&l standpoint, and demontwo men committed a robbery of the day. The convention will last until times the two classes have had tostrated that Las Vegas has the tal
Mogollon-Silve- r
City stage some time the end of the week. The annual gether during their school life have ent for handling heavy productions
ago and were captured by Captain of reports show gratifying gains in mem- come to a close. The graduates, af as
capably as the amateurs and come
State Police Fornoff and other .offi- bership and finances during the past ter the presentation of the final pa of the
professionals of many of the
'
cers. Judge A. Tafoya of this,-cityea. A lively contest Is on for the pers that let them out Into life's bat- larger cities. The large audience was
left this afternoon with Marshal Ro- office of national secretary in sua tle, are no more members of the Ingreatly pleased with the performero and will make the trip to Leav- cession to George A. Wood of Ports stitution that perhaps provided them mance.
enworth with the prisoners as a dep- mouth, N.,H., who is a candidate for with an education that never could
have been obtained elsewhere.
uty marshal.
The exercises tomorrow night will PROPRIETARY MEN IN SESSION
begin at 8 o'clock and a large number Washington, May 20. The annual
of Las Vegas citizens are expected convention of the Proprietary Associa
to attend. Dr. Boyd, who is to deliv tion of America,
composed of the
er the commencement address to the leading manufacturers of proprietary
class of 1913, is one of the best speak articles In the United States and Can
ers in the state and ranks high as a ada, began in this city today and will
continue until Friday. Nearly three
lecturer and educator.
hundred members are in attendance.
(especially for brain workers.)
The officers in carge of the conven
SEVENTH GRADERS tion are President Prank J. Cheney,
of Toledo, Ohio, and Secretary-Treasure- r
Orient C. Pinckney of New York.
The
kind of a breakfast reduces

BOYD SAYS HE IS IANNHAUSER
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oving Man Establish a Credit

PRODUCED

BACK

m

If you wish to make a success in business open a checking
account with us NOW and create a credit for later use.
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d

d

National

wrong
efficiency.

TO GIVE PLAYLET

great many brain workers make a
j
gular morning custom of eating a dish of
j

.

A

re-

!

"BILLY BEN'S PIRATE PLAY,"WILL
t OCCUR AT THE CASTLE
BUILDING TOMORROW
.

Grape-Nut- s
and Cream
t

for experience (the best teacher) has taught
them the value of food that is easy to digest
and which makes for
brain
strength. Results show
clear-heade- d

There's a Reason" for

Grape-Nu- ts

Sold by Grocers everywhere

,

swim in the
exhilarating and is sure to be
great source of pleasure.
a good

CAMP

League.

Chicago at Boston; clear. . ,
Pittsburg at Brooklyn; clear.
St. Louis at New York; clear.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia; cloudy.
American League.
Boston at Chicago; postponed.
Washington at Cleveland; clear.
Philadelphia at Detroit; cloudy.
New York at St. Louis; clear.
American Association.
postIndianapolis at Milwaukee,
poned.
Louisville at St. Paul; rain.
Columbus at Kansas City; cloudy.
Western League.
Denver at St. Joseph; cloudy.
Lincoln at Des Moines; rain.
Wichita at Omaha; rain.
Topeka at Sioux City; rain.

COMMERCIAL CLUB AND ' SECRETARY
STARK
DISTRIBUTE
CARDS IN ROSWELL j

1.

At Cleveland Cleveland, 4; Washington, 1,
At Detroit Detroit, 9; Philadelphia,

St

,

STANDING CF CLUBS
National League
Club ;.
Won Lost
7
17
Philadelphia .
19
9
Brooklyn
New York
Chicago

15
15

12
16

St. Louis
Boston .
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati

14
11
12

15
15
18

9

20

,,.

1.

i

IOWA

CLUB WOMEN

Cedar Rapids, la., May 20. Cedar
Rapids is entertaining a thousand or
mroe women visitors who have gathered here from all over the state to
attend the tenth biennial convention
of the Iowa Federation of Women's
clubs. I
MRS.

'

-

B

.70S

.423

IS 88

BLACKWELL

Elizabeth, N. J May 20. The Rev.
Dr. Antoinette Louisa Brown Black-wel- l,
who is pastor of All Souls Unitarian church in this city, quietly observed her eighty-eight- h
birthday anBlackwell Is
Mrs.
today.
niversary
believed to be the oldest living advocate of equal suffrage in America.

BAIN WAGON

Pet.
.679
.556
.484
.483

a

THE OLD RELIABLE

3.

At St. Louis New York, 8;
Louis, 6.
Western League.
,At Lincoln Lincoln, 2; Denver,

is

a

BISHOP OF CORPUS CHRIST1
Hoboken, N. J., May 20. Rev. Paul
Nussbaum was consecrated bishop of
the new Catholic diocese of Corpus
Christ!, Texas, in St. Michael's church
The cerein West Hoboken today.
mony was attended by many visiting
prelates and priests. The new bishop
has been prominently engaged in the
missionary work of the Passionlst
Fathers and was formerly assistant
rector of St. Mary's monastery at
Dunkirk, N. Y.

teleHallett Raynolds yesterday
graphed to the Roswell newspapers
ordering them to place advertisements
in their columns advertising the sum
mer camp that is to be held in the
Gallinas canyon this summer. This
camp is Interesting people all over
the state and is sure to be a big success when opened.
Secretary W. II. Stark of the Com
mercial club, who is In Roswell at
tending the state Retailers' meeting,
will make all arrangements for the
complete advertising of the camp, and
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL.
will distribute cards in the various
National League.
towns in the southern section of the
At Philadelphia Philadelphia, 10; state
announcing the opening of the
Chicago, 4.
outdoor hotel.
At BrooklynBrooklyn, 2; St. Louis
These cards describe the summer
1.
camp in full. One of the main Items
At New York New York, 3; Pitts- described on the card Is the opening'
burg, 2.
of a huge outdoor swimming pool.
At Boston Cincinnati, 9; Boston, S. This will inlerest the Las
Vegas citiAmerican League
zens as well as those from other
At Chicago Boston, 10; Chicago,
places in the state. The thoi",ht of

K

I

(H

-

.400
.310

American League
Won Lost Pet.
' .704
9
,19
Philadelphia ..
' .645
11
Cleveland
...20
'
.630
10
17
Washington . ,
Club

...

Chicago
St. Louis

20

13

.600

15

19

Ml

Boston
Detroit

2
11

19

..;

New York

;

8

21
21

,

387
.344

,276

Western League.
Club

Denver ...
Lincoln
St Joseph
Des Moines

Omaha
Sioux City
Topeka
Wichita

Won Lost

Pet.

18

9

17
17
12

9
11
14

.667
.654
.607

12
11
11

15

9

19

14

15

& Co.

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

j

.46:2

,144
.440
.423
.296

CAROLINA'S

DAY
INDEPENDENCE
Charlotte, N. C., May 20. The customary holiday was observed throughout North Carolina today in celebration of the anniversary ' of the sign-

ing of the Mecklenburg declaration
of independence, a document said to
have been promulgated here on May
20, 1775, .nearly a year in advance
ATLANTA TROOPERS
of the declaration made by the repWashington, May 20. Members .of resentatives, of he 13' colonies at Philthe Gate City Guard of Atlanta were adelphia.
l"..""
received at the White House this af
ternoon by the President and Mrs.
PYTHIANS AT TEJjIARKANA .,
Wilson. The Old Guard is going over
Tejcarkana, Ark., May 20. Decoratthe same route it went 34 years ago, ed With flags and Pytbian emblems,
when it came into the north to aid Texarkana today extended a hearty
in bringing about a better feeling be "'t'lome to the members of the
tween ,the north and the south. From Knights of Pythias, who
gathered
Washington the members will go to heer from all sections of Arkansas for
Baltimore, and then to Philadelphia, the annual session of their grand
New York and Boston,
lodge. The program covers two days
and has as its leading feature a big
street parade by the Knights of

Tomorrow afternoon the seventh
grade at. 4the Castle school building
will give its final literary program.
The principal feature of the program
will be a short juvenile playlet entitled "mily Ben's Pirate Play." The
cast of characters is as follows:
Billy Ben Pirate King, Author of the
Play, Stage Manager, Star Actor
Herman Eacharach.
Delia Benson
Second Cannibal
'
Edna Bland
Moilie' Benson...
Second Pirate U
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Myrtle Keene
Ethel
Third Pirate
Ethel
Third Pirate
Gunboat Smith vs. Jess Wiilard, 20
Violet Pialz
rounds, at San Francisco.
Cora
ThM Crcnibal Bud Anderson vs. Joe Mandot, 20
Isabel Bustos
rounds, at Vernon, Calif.
Tommy Tompkins ....Cannibal King
Larry English vs. George Ashe, 10
Elmor McCullou'gh
rounds", j at New York City.
Miss Williams, a Writer of Love
FlayB
Young" Driscoll Vs. Eddie O'Keefe,
Mary Sands
10 rounds, At JNW York City.
i

SUMMER

$111,000

-

THE

ADVERTISING

TODAY'S BASEBALL

TRUST CO.

(&

-

-

Capital

'

Forenoon
The Best Time of Dav

on Checking Accounts

2

L

SCHOOL OBSERVES JUBILEE
Maribai'iit) Minn., May 20. In connection witi the
cohifnmicement
week exercises at the Minnesota
school for the deaf and dumb a celebration was held today in honor of
the
anniversary of

the institution. The sodakers includ
ed a number of graduates of 'toe
school who have attained success" in
business and the professions'.

B9

miiiner

LiU

ai

Specie I Excursion
CALIFORNIA

?hDcd

8

Ik"!

71

I

'

i

lafes

NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale
from June i to September 30; 1913, daily
with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1013.

Los Angeles

or San Diefo

$48.50
843.59
$55.00
S50.00

Special dates, shorter limit

San Francisco - Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle
Oil
Special dates,' shorter limit
--

in either directirn,

as to routing

etc.,-

-

a:-;-

J

fbnse

for furtiicr
Lzll

fci
p-rt-

!

t

zl tU ctckK

D. L. BATCIICLOIl.,

Aut

"

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

V.'HERE CITY CF VENICE PLAYS
Gay Scene and Picturesque Characters to Be Seen at Lido and at
the Bathing Beaches.
Venice. la his article on the Lido,
Che great playground of Venice, in
Warper's, Harrison Rhodes gives an
lamuslng picture of the gay life of the
place and Its curiously cosmopolitan

character.
Bathing Is more elegant in the morning and from one's own thatched hut,
ut it la more fun In the afternoon and
The bathfrom the establishment.
well
and
houses are capacious
equipped, and good natured bagninicoslath attendants in white sailor
tumes are on hand to install you and
run your errands. There Is a general
Ceniaiity about the service, and a
of the cosmopolitan quality

"'

-

I,

1

-

ii

.

!

SMOKERS

INEVITABLE

TRAMP, GIVEN

-

TT

1

Sisterville, W. Va. In a letter from
law firm in Bakersville, Cal., Miss
Jessie Watkins, a seamstress, received a check for 500 with a letter
"Did
return his presents and
of explanations; it was a bequest in get yoursyouback after you quarreled T"
ithe will of Nathan Sanderbly.
"I should say not He'd have all
Six years aso Sanderbly was a
the
best of that deal."
tramp and Miss Watkins was conducting a boarding house at Robinson.
ROASTED HER
She gave the tramp his breakfast and
CO cents.
He inquired for her name,
whlch she refused to give, but he
learned the name from others in the
town.
He made his way to Bakersfteld, secured work in the oil fields, took up
a lease and became wealthy. His entire estate, with the exception of the
$500, goes to his only surviving relative, a brother.

;

VEILS

ARE

INJURIOUS

Noted English Physician Inaugurates
a Crusade Against Habit of
Women Covering Faces.

who constantly
Loudon. Women
"wear veils suffer in time from deterioration of the features. This was the
'statement made by Sir John Cock-burM. D.. speaking at the Royal

'

Imr

L

.Sanitary institute. Sir John said he
wanted to make a crusade against
"I must have made a hit at the
women's veils. Nothing was more euchre yesterday. Everybody seemed
"txwitiful than the human face divine, to the talking about me."
iwiiile veils 'aad awful spots, making
"They talked still more about you
"men look as if they had black eyes after you left."
muq fearful grimaces.

OPTIC

J5he

ant to take, a remedy that contains
nothing
Chamberlain's
injurious.
Cough Remedy meets all these requirements, it acts on nature's plan,
relieves th lungs, aids expectoration,
opens the secretions and restores th
system to a healthy condition. This
remedy has a world wide sale and
use, and can always be depended
upon. Sold by all dealers.
A man living

&e

3Z

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AN D RKGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

wm

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

i

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A.

A

COLUMN

at

M.

Regular communication first nd
third Thursday in
aach month. Visiting
brothers cordially in-

.

O. O.

MOOSE

Meets second

e)

fourth Thursday evening
month at W O. W. Hall. Vliitln
Dr. i
brothers cordially Invited.
W
Houf, Dictator: J. Thorait.
Secretary

Auburn, New York.
had a severe attack of kidney and
EESE3E323SE2S
VVX
vited. Wm. P. Mills,
bladder trouble. Being a working RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
W. M., H. S
Petten, Secretary. J E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 541.
not
man,
wanting to lose time, he
TI8EMENT9
I. O. of B B
M'Aet
every firs
cured himself completely by using
VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of ,.he month In the vestry
LAS
Foley Kidney Pills. A year later he Five cent per line eacn Ineertlon.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
says: "It is a pleasure to report that Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Tues-jk- ;
o'clock
d
conalave
p. m
Visiting brothers are
4$?Oular
ir,
the cure was permanent." His name No ad to occupy less
space than two
Isaac
AppeL
day in each month at Macordially Invited
is J. A. Farmer. O. O. Scbaefcr and line. Al!
arivcrtls mfnti charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Q. H.
President; Charlei Greenelay. See
Red Cross Drug Store.
will be booked at space actually
Chas. Tarn me, ReKinkel, B.
retary.
without regard to number of words
corder.
TAX PAYMENTS
Cash In advance preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Notice is hereby given that any
1.
Meets every Monday evening a
MO. 3, ROY
VEGA8
CHAPTER
LAS
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
hall on Sixth street All vigil
AL
ARCH
MASONS
their
con
lar
Regi
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
brethren
In
vocation
cordially Invited to atfirst
ing
Monday
and after July 1, 1913 will he subject
D.
F.
Fries, N. C: Gu
tend.
each month at Masonic
to a penalty of five per centum.
M Rlwood
T.
V G.;
m. H.
7:30
at
Lehman,
p.
Temple
Further notice is hereby given, that
Wertz.
Karl
Treasurer:
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Secretary;
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
trustee.
C.
V.
cemetery
Hedgcock,
,
Blood,
Secretary.
published of the public sale of all
property upon which taxes of A. D.
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN t
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
8. Meets first and tnird Fridays
for such sale, and such property upat Woodmen of the World
Love
7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
at
on which taxes of 1912 are then delinon the second and fourth
Mrs. J. O. Rutlecbje, Worthy Mahall,
quent, will he sold as required by the
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
session Laws of 1913.
WANTED Position, cooking or gen
C. H, Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Main
329.
Telephone
Dated at Las Ve?as, N. M., May 14,
CAUSED TOURISTS A SHOCK
Z. W. Montague, Local Dep512 Tenth street.
housework.
eral
Clerk;
1913.
NO.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
uty. Visiting memhers are espePair Thouaht Thev Were Being Am
EUGENIO ROMERO,
welcome and cordially Invitto
WANTED
with
Man
do
102
at
Mees
It
family
cially
but
Monday
every
nlgbt
bushed by Wild Animals,
Treasurer and
Collector, San
ed.
O. R. C. HaU, on Douglat, avenue.at
Was All Right.
general farm work. W. W- Lynam,
Miguel County, N. M.
8 o'clock.
W'atrous, N. M.
members are
VIsliing
Al'TOK-NKV.- "
Who says that adventure is dead?
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
FOR
his
and
a
motorist
Only the other day
WANTED To rent piano.
Address
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
HUNKER A HUNKER
wife were taking a turn through the Department of the Interior, U- - S.
II. H. Gobhel, Watrous, N. M.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
H.
Hunker Chester A, Han
Land Office at Saiita Fe, N. M.,
forest of Fontuinebleau when they got
George
a "turn" of the sort they hardly barAttorneys- April 1. 1913.
WANTED
Maid for general house B. p. O. ELKS Meets second and
New Mutt
gained for.
Notice is hereby givn that Vin
Lb Vegas.
work. 1037 Seventh street
fourth Tuesday evening of each
They found themselves being am- cento Ciddio of Hast Laa Vegas, who,
bushed by a lion, and we know on
DENTIST!
month Elks home on Ninth stree
on December 15, 1907, made homeShakespearean authority how impresWANTED
Good
and
for
Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersargirl
general
VV
NVV
No.
for
U5301,
stead
the
apat
sex
entry,
is
sionable the fair
cordially invited'. Gov. Wm. DR. E. L. HAMMONL D E N T
SW
section 30, housework. Call 1024 Third. Mrs
proach of that kind of "wild fowl." Vi section 31, W
Crockett Building
Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConJ.
Mills,
Harry Vogt.
The woman promptly fainted, and township 14 N, raise 17 hi, N. M. P.
Main i.Office Telephone
don. Secretary.
monsieur shut on the clutch at grande M., has filed notice of intention To
Main l
House
Telephone
Vitesse.
make five year proof, 'to establish
COUNhad madame revived
No sooner
OF
COLUMBUS,
KNIGHTS
claim to the land above described, beOR. F. B. HUXMANN
than they encountered a panther.
second and
CIL NO. 804. Meet
house or
fore Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commis- Full KJ3NT Furnished
a
much
too
of
was
thing.
good
This
Dentist
In
R.
O.
C.
Hall,
fourth
Thursday
rooms for light housekeeping. Miss
Monsieur was about to say so with sioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on
memof any descrlptlo
work
Deutal
Pioneer
Visiting
building.
exRichley, 508 Main avenue.
June 7, 1913.
all his Gallic eloquence when the
are cordially Invited. Richard moderate prices.
bers
turned
up.
planation
Claimant names as witnesses:
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. MatQ )!
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
A troupe of psuedo Arabs with
RENT Two
housekeeping
and Pedro Ciddio, East FOR
Abeyta
to
East Las Vegas, N. M.
explain
and spear came up
rooms.
414 Seventh street.
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenclana Tru- NO.
LODGE
that they were working off a film
DORADO
EL
N. M Lucinda J. de
for a cinema firm, and the beasts were jillo, Las Vegas,
Professional health Culture for Ladl
KNIGHTS OF PY
FOR RENT Suite of nicely furnished
East
Las
Vegas, N. M.
Trujillo,
drugged.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
TH I AS Meets
MANUEL R. OTERO,
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights,
It was a sorry climax, but it an
Hair and Scan
General
Massage,
even
ery Monday
came "into the picture," and espebath, etc. Excellent location. 918
Register.
Manicure
Facial
Massage,
Treatment,
cially the changing emotions of the
ing in Castle Hall
Eighth street.
Hotel.
Plaza
to
action,
alarm
from
faces
motorists'
Knlghti
Visiting
m. to 3:30 p. m
and from indignation to relief. New
are cordially lnvit Office hours 1:30 p.
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
York Sun.
511 Ninth street.
IfAS 7
Chas. Liebach
Cure for stomach Disorders.
Disorders of the stomach may be
Chancellor
EAST BOUND
ner,
use of Chamberlain's
England's Breakfast.
Commander. Harrj avoided by the
Be pan
Arrive
Sss,i&
It is reported from London that a
very remarkable cures
Tablets.
Many
8:15 p.
9:10 p. m
ry Martin, Keeper of Records anfl have been effected by these tablets
recent attempt to introduce grape No. 2.
11:05 p. s FOR SALE One 40 horse power Seal.
Sold by all defers.
fruit as a breakfast food has failed No. 4.. .11:05 p. m
2:10 a. i
and that a heavy importation of those No. 8.. . 2:05 a. m
Oakland
five passenautomobile,
delicacies has caused such a slump in No. 10.. . 1:45 p. m
2:16
i
ger, complete with top, gltss front,
the market that costermongers are
BOUNO
WEST
speedometer, prestolite tank, Remy
selling them from barrows for a penny
1:45 p.
.
1:20 p. m
No.
magneto, tires almost new, in fine
apiece.
6:15 a. r
This will surprise no one who has No. 3.. . 6:10 a. m
running order and ready to demonFrom Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
4:30 p. i
ever lived in England. That country No. 7. . 4:20 p. m
strate at any time. Price for quick
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
7:00 p t
has known many changes during the No. 8. . 6:35 p. m
salo $575, part cash and balance to
last few years. Caste lines have been
20c per 100 lbs
suit purchaser. Dr. W. T. Brown,
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
obliterated; the silk hat is no longer
,,
25c per 10O lbs
Watrous, N. M.
1000 to 2000 lb-- each delivery
an object of reverential worship; acin
40c per 100 lbs
tors have been knighted and bands
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
it
k
FOR SALE Jersey cow, Mrs. Harry
troduced into restaurants. But the
50c per 100 lbs
V
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
breakfast table is the last ditch of
Vogt, 1024 Third street.
British conservatism. The Englishman eats bacon and eggs 365 mornFOR RENT Three sunny rooms
ings in the year and welcomes leap
1200 Lincoln Ave
suitable for light housekeeping. InPhon Main 227
to
him
enables
indulge
it
because
year
quire 623 Twelfth street.
In that delightful dish 366 times.
The monarchy may be abolished and
BABY chicks 10 cents. Thoroughthe bouse of lords deprived of its pre
bred Single Comb Rhode Island
rogatives, but the English breakfast
will remain as it was in the days of
Reds and Barred Rocks. Mrs. Geo.
20c per 100 lbs.
never
will
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
the Conqueror. Grape fruit
Tudor, Osage City, Kan.
Her25c per 100 lbs.
have a place in it. New York
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
.'
30c per 100 lbs.
ald.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
FOR SALE A good refrigerator;
40c
per 100 lbs.
Each
200
to
50 lbs.,
lbs.,
Delivery
Remembered Grudge.
C. Baker, Normal or Y. M. C. A.
50c
per 100 lbs,
Less than 50 lbs.,. Each Delivery
Queen Wilhelmlna's recent visit to
It 't giving you
Paris has moved the paris correspond100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
a present for do- ent of the New York Sun to tell again
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevher
when
of
the days
a story
majesty
ens,
ing
Humboldt, Kan.
someining
the Purity
was the most popular young personHarvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice.
Famous.
Las
Made
Vega
you d do any
age in the world.
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have
In the revived edition, the story is
when you
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
way
to
hard
It
found
she
effect
that
to the
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
how
Much
learn
learn English, and perhaps for that
AND
The
reason did not love England.
EMPRESS
Better
first map of Europe she drew showed
SIGN PAINTING
Belan enormous Holland, a
FLOUR realb is.
N
gium and france, but an almost imMade by GER429 GRAND AVE.
perceptible Great Britain.
To draw particular attention to the
MAN PROCESS
i
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Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

RETAIL PRICES

EMPRESS
FLOUR

$500

a

SAYS

Re-

Most Prompt and Effectual Ouro for
Bad Colds.
When you bave a bald cold you
want a remedy that will not only give
relief, but effect a prompt and permanent cure, a remedy that is pleas-

-

Check Proves Truth of Adage, "Bread
Cast Upon Waters" Recipient
Keeps a Boarding House.
'

RAILROAD

The boycott against the under
ground railway in Berlin by smokers
la proving effectual, and devotees of
the weed will soon be able to smoke
in the subway if Police President von
disJagow consents, says a Berlin
patch.
Some months ago the Berlia underground railway announced that smokafing would be absolutely forbidden
ter a specified date. It was declared
that the smokers defiled the cars and
that their running to and fro in search
of the smoking coach, which it was
impossible to place In the same relative position on each train, caused
serious delays and detracted from the
efficiency of the service. A tremendous protest went up and every Berlin
Mr. Flatiron Dey ain' no use talkln' paper sided with the smokers; but
to a woman.
the ralway company was obdurate,
Mr. Charcoal How boT
and shortly after the regulation beMr. Flatiron She done bound to git came effective Von Jagow embodied
yo wld weepin er nammer yo wia it in the police regulation. The
a flatiron, buhlieve me. Han me 0
smokers then began boycotting the
hoss liniment, Mistah Charcoal.
underground, despite the fact that it
affords quicker communication along
its route and willingly sacrificed their
SPEAKING OF LIVES
extra sleep daily in order to smoke
on. their way to and from work. The
company sought various explanations
for the falling off in its receipts, but
soon discovered that the abolition of
the smoking cars was the cause of the
loss o business. Announcement has
now been made that the smoking cars
will be replaced, providing Von Jagow
is willing to rescind the police or
der.

"It is said that a cat has nine lives."
"That's nothing. Time has mow
'
of the duties demanded. One stall- lives than a cat."
d
that?"
"How
do
as
open-he
figure
you
last
summer,
ing creature,
"Why, time can stand an indefinite
your cabin, closed for the moment
the English grammar which he was amount of killing."
studying In the interests of communication with the forestierl. There is,
ONLY DOUBTFUL CITIZEN
too, if you come often enough, a cheerful, familiar greeting and a quarter
hour's pleasant gossip whenever you
bave time.
The gentleman, for example, who
checks your valuables while you bathe
may be occasionally seen at the theater of an evening, clad in doublet
and hose and singing in the chorus
when they give "Rigoletto" or the
"Rarhiere." Tn his day. you will dis
cover, ho paid many visits to London
sud to New York, where he sang in
the chorus at the Metropolitan. He
now retires willingly to a more inac
tive and more social occupation, and
plans to rear his sven mala offspring
to sing in due time in the opera chor
us. He has his own philosophy of life,
too, and cheerfully threatens to divorce his wife should she present him
with even one fecials child. Conversation with him la indeed a pleasant
"Everybody is telling exactly what
.prelude to the bath.
Other characters there are of lonjj--r you will do if you are elected to o
standing: for the Lido in a quiet flee."
"Yes."
way has been a sea bathing place for
"Well, what will you do?"
a long, long time. Three years ago
1 don't know yet"
died there a bronzed and weather
beaten old man who for forty years
had stood at the entrance to the bathUNPROFITABLE FOR HER
houses offering for sale shells and
ismall dried sea horses tied by the tails
:1n groups of threw.
These latter, of
assorted sizes, were a family, he explained a "famiglia padre, madre,
.Alio."
He grew older, and his eye
dimmed, but he always smiled Insinuatingly and muttered his chant of
famiglia. At the end his mind seemed to go; there was nothing left but
the vacuous smile and the vacant
; mouthing of the phrases about father,
.mother1 and son.
A

A

Boycott on Subway Lines CausesIn
vocation of Offensive Rule
Berlin.

Hotel Corridor Looking on Sea.

FEEDS

BEAT
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fair-size- d

HER. MA

N. O.

diminutive island representing England, she wrote below it, "Land of
Miss S." (her English governess).
Years later the young queen said
to the minister plenipotentiary of Eng-

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON -- - IT 'S
GENUINE WM.

land:
"Be sure to tell her majesty, Queen
Victoria, that I love Englishwomen,
all Englishwomen."
To which the minister bowed.'and
the Queen added:
"All Englishwomen are not govern
esses!" Youth's Companion.

V

onnrns

x,

SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
PLAT

E

BEAUTIFUL

When a Ship Is Lost.
When a ship la posted at Lloyd's a
bell is tolled once. In the very unusual
event of a vessel arriving In port after being posted the bell is struck
twice, and the caller makes his announcement from the rostrum amid a
breathless silence. On the day Insurance money is payable, all who were
oa the missing ship are legally considered dead.

J FRENCH- GREY (STER- LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
3

can be
tamed in this city irora

ob- -

ALL GROCERS

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Papar Hanglm

md

Etlmtet
Mt 8td

dating
Given.
Old To- -

Cheerfully

Pima

THIS INTEREST!- A family lector

Bald

VV'iMAN

recently that

come to him thinking that
they have female trouble, hut when
women

he treats them for their kidneys and
vprMer they soon recover. This Is
worth knowing and also that Foley
Klriney Pils are the best and safest
medicine at such times. They are
tonic In action, quick In results. They
will help you. O. G. Schaefer and Re
Cross Drug Store.

i

wnom-mo- ng
all
Classified adi. search out the people to
most
is
worth
particular thing
those who MIGHT BUY-- the
That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST tf someoae
1
who reads the ads. in this nevspaper and would never hear
here.
your property unless it were advertised

answer ads. in this newspaper want taa
Others, who read and
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
!
and furniture, articles of tiselulness ,of ny sort, and musical
trumenta.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyais, of all
alhla aorta of things, they have coma to be finders of the beat

j
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Lustria-Hungary

Demobilize

i

,

volcanoes on Island of Luzon Occasionally Devastate, but Also
Supply Fertilizers.

Has Begun to
Luzon, the largest island of the
Her Army.
Philippine group, is graced by a chain

Danger of Conflict With Russia
Eliminated for the Present StandIng Army Has Incurred Heavy
Expense to Government.

Is1
-

Vienna. As it tangible proof of the
fact that all danger of a war between
Austria-Hungar- y
and Russia is past, I
will mention that during the last few
days reports have reached me direct
from Galicia that demobilization has
already begun on the Austrian side,
and that several trainloads of discharged reservists have arrived in
Lemberg from the frontier districts.
Such incidents, palpable as they are,
speak a language which none can fail
to understand, says a correspondent.
I can personally testify to this: that
the
people, in their
overwhelming majority, deeply long
for peace and the
of
normal relations with their huge eastern neighbor. Excepted from this are
only small circles made up, above all,
of the army, with a sprinkling of men
holding office at court. One of these
said to me the other day: "I think it
would have been better for us to fight
Russia.
Our army and the German
army are in better trim and fighting
humor than they may ever be again,
and together we could have made an
end of all danger for the future. Germany could have taken Champaigne
from Prance and so crippled her hereditary enemy tor all time."
Such expressions, however, are few
and far between, aid they come from
Irresponsible hotspurs. The Austrian
press has lamented for months over
the hardships and financial losses
brought about by this huge army of
1,300,000 kept in readiness at her frontiers.
As soon as things quiet down once
more there also comes the question of
paying the piper. This monarchy has
incurred, in indulging in the luxury oS
getting and keeping ready for war
with Russia, extra expenses, outside of
her regular ones, 1. o., those authorized
by her parliaments, amounting to over
400,000,000 kronen, and not a penny
of this is yet paid for. With that the
finances of the dual monarchy are in
precarious shape, as was evidenced,
not long ago on the occasion of the
AuBtro-Hungaria-

'

SOURCE OF GOOD AND HARM

n

i

of volcanoes, extinct and active, from
north to south. Many of these have
subterranean connection, so that when
one turns loose its fury it is just
possible that a sister many miles away
will do the same. These volcanoes
have a commercial value to the Islands, and if it were not for the havoc
they now and then create they might
be looked upon as veritable blessings.
It is the volcanic ush from these
mountains that produces fertilizer for
the finest hemp in the world, and the
world's hemp supply
comes solely
from the" Philippines.
Mayon volcano, in Albay province,
southern Luzon, is one of the most
beautiful active volcanoes in the
world. Viewed from certain points, it
is a perfect cone, resembling an inverted letter V. Mayon is constantly
active, and at its base lies buried the
town of old Daraga, with nothing but
the old church roof and steeple sticking above the ground today. The
town of Legaspi, one of the largest
hemp ports in the world, also lies at
majestic Mayon's base, on the Gulf
of Albay, a body of water, which
legends say "has no bottom."
Many. Americans,
among them
some noted men, have reached the
summit. But a flag supported by an
iron staff placed there by one party
was soon destroyed by sulphur fumes
shot up from the crater. The mountain rises to a height of over 8,000
feet, and many interesting photos of
the crater have been made by the
Philippine bureau of science.
This volcano is one of the most
interesting to be found anywhere in
the whole world, by all reports.
Technical World Magazine.
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In Vienna.

small loan of $25,000,000 granted it by
American financiers practically on
terms of their own.
The enlargement of the German
standing army is a matter in which
the allied power of Austria-Hungarfeels the deepest interest. The Austrian press devotes as much 6pace to
Its discussion as to its own national
affairs. It is not true, as a French
paper stated, that Germany's peace
footing will soon show 805,000 men
770,000 is the figure,
The explanation of these unusual
measures lies in the fact that Emperor
William' and those near him believe
the rise of the Balkan powers means
a further strengthening of the Triple
Entente, since Bulgaria, Servia and
Greece gravitate toward Russia and
her two allies, and that by the fact
that the hitherto maintained European
equilibrium is being seriously disturbed and that complications are
bound to arise from this which jnay
threaten the world.
Meanwhile the aged Emperor Francis Joseph, although on the verge of
eighty-three- ,
is keeping his health. But
he has t be mighty careful, avoiding
risks of every sort. He looks stronger
than he is; with rosy cheeks and nearly straight back.
Francis Ferdinand, the heir to the
throne, has been here at the chateau
Belvedere for most of the winter. Ho
Is a man who loves the army and despises the navy, which he looks upon
as "nonsense" from the Austrian
point of view. He ia very devoted to
his "morganatic" wife, the duchess
Sophie of Hohenberg, and to their
children.
A saying of Francis Ferdinand's boy,
a youngster of twelve or so, is in the
mouths of officialdom in Vienna just
now.
His father, sensibly enough,
sends hirn to a public school in this
His schoolmates were talking
city.
about the probability of the old emperor's death in the near future. "No,"
said the boy; "my papa says the emperor will never die."

Entire Profits of German Institution
Are Devoted to Enterprises of
Public Utility.
The Savings bank at Bremen, Germany, is one of the most peculiar institutions in the world. It is in the
nature of a private savings and loan
bank, conducted for the exclusive
benefit of its depositors. It was instituted in 1825 by eighty prominent citizens, for the purpose of offering an
inducement for saving to the poorer
classes and a safe opportunity for investment and a profitable return.
It was also provided by law that
none of the profits should ever be divided among the members, but that
they should be distributed among enterprises of public utility.
For twenty years the business was
transacted by members of the society
without remuneration, but later the
work was turned ovei to salaried
clerks. But up to this day no member of the society, and no director,
has received any share of the profits,
and they have no claim on the property.
The bank has made many public
donations, the first being 1,000 in
1S40. Since then it has given ?75,000
for a public bath; 557,000 for a public
museum, $32,000 for educational purposes, and numerous other gifts to
hospitals, orphan asylums, libraries,
reading rooms, schools, homes for old
and young, etc.
In 1830 the bank had 3,751 depositors with $2G0,160 deposited. Now It
has 39,804 depositors and $7,940,528
On opening an account a
deposits.
deposit book is given, and at the end
of the year the accrued interest is
added to the amount deposited.
There are also school savings cards
and home savings boxes, the receipts
of the latter in 1911 being $30,690.
.

Driven From Europe, There Are Vast
Stretches of Fertile Land Awaiting Him In Asia.

Exhibited
Devotion Almost Sublime
by Harold After a Test That Was
Really Severe.

SAME UNCLE JERRY

NOT THE

OF BANKING

ONE DOUBT HIS LOVE?

Circumstances Had Made a Change
His Position, and He Wanted It
to Be Understood.

In

At Sumter, N. C, there was a large
crowd of colored people at the depot
as the train pulled in. An old
Uncle Jerry had his head out
of the coach set apart for colored passengers, and a man on the platform
recognized him and called out:
"Hello, Misser Stivers! Is dat yo'?"
The old man looked straight at him
but made no response.
"Hello, Misser Stivers!"
No response.
"Say, Misser Stivers, has yo' lostes
yo' hearing?" persisted the man as
bald-heade-

The

nstructive

he drew nearer.
"Boy, was yo' talkln' to me?" demanded the old man.
"Sartin. What's de matter?"
"Boy, does yo' want anything of
me?"
"Why,

how yo' talk! Reckon yo'
has got de hoodoo."
"Does yo' evidently reckon
yo'
knows me?"
"Of co'se I knows yo'. Yo' is ole
man Stivers."
"When did yo' know me?"
"Las' fall. Why, I dun worked wid
yo' fur three months."
"An when yo' dun worked wld me
what was I
"Drivin' dem mewls fur Kurnel
Johnson."
"Exactly sah. But I want yo' to
understan' dat dere is a heap o' difference atwixt drivin' dera isewls fur
Kurnel Johnson an' ridin' on de
kyars along wid white folks. I
yo' last fall, sah, but
might
if yo' desiar to permeate any alongat-econversation wid me yo' mus' git
some responsible gem'len to introduce

Idea
tit

kiv-ere- d

A

yo'.'V-Chica-

Record-Herald- .

go

novel!" exclaimed Harold,
and devoured seven more.
The third course was biscuits, and
as for the fourth, biscuits. It was a
e
dinner, and Harold did
justice to each course. For dessert
there were biscuits.
The next day after Harold had
been pronounced out of danger and
the doctor had assured him that the
acute indigestion would not return if
he was careful about what he ate, the
young husband called his wife to his
She approached with great
bedside.
trepidation. Biscuits had not been
mentioned between them in the intervals that he was conscious during the
night Now she expected to hear the
dreadful word.
"Dearest," began Harold, "I think
I must have eaten something" she
was clinging to the bedpost for support "I think I must have eaten something that did not agree with me at
the club for lunch yesterday.'
Fish Fighting Popular Sport.
Were some one to tell you that so
far as gameness was concerned you
had all the vitality and spunk of a
fish, you probably would believe he
was either joking or intended to insult you, yet such is not the case, for
there are fish that are game, spunky,
and Dossess great vitality.
The particular fish mentioned is )
the Malayan fighting fish, known genbut
erally in Siam as the
elsewhere as the Betta Pugnax. These
fish are bred in Siam and some other
Pla-Ka-

countries just for sport, and their
ability to fight means much to their
backers.
t
is a veritable fighting
The
cock of the deep, and it is an inherent
trait with it to fight rather than to
eat. At some of the big contests,
when the best fish are pitted against
each other, thousands of spectators
gather to see the contest, and small
fortunes often change hands am the
result.
Pla-Ka-

Truth Made a Hit
The late Senator Marcus A. Hanna
always delighted to tell a story on a
Cleveland friend in the iron manufacturing business in that city.
This iron merchant, according to
Senator Hanna, was in New York
on a bond selling mission for a subsidiary company in which he was interested.

The aid of a well known Wall street
house was sought and the head of
the" firm was negotiating for the bonds
with the Lake City man.
"Where do you live?" suddenly
asked the financier of the
Cleve-lande-

r.

"Lakewood
avenue, Cleveland,"
came the quick response. .
"Come on out and get a drink," said
the capitalist. "You are the first
man I ever met in my life from
Cleveland who did not claim to live
on Euclid avenue."

Arabia, the natural boundaries of
which1 would extend from the valleys
of the Tigris and Euphrates to the
Isthmus of Suez, and from the Mediterranean sea to the Sea of Oman.

The present villayet of the Hedjaz,
with the territory of Medina, would
probably form an independent state
of which the sovereign would be a
religious caliph, the father of all Mohammedans. This Arabian empire
should Include the valleys of the Tigris and Euphrates, Syria, the valleys
of Oronte and Leontes, Palestine, central Arabia, with Its five territorial
divisions, the Djwof, the
the Kheybard, the Kasin, the
Nedjed, Oman, Hadramant, Yemen and Hedjaz. If this should come
to pass a part of the world's geography that is little known should come
to the front to the distress of the cable man and the telegraph editor. It
is hardly possible that the new empire
should include Palestine. When the
power of the, Turk is broken there la
a sentiment that will result In taking
the Holy Land from the hands of the
infidel, and after many centuries the
impassioned but fruitless hope of the
Crusaders will be realized and meet
the old cry of "God wills it!" Paris
correspondence Bresll Economlque.
Djebel-Schc-me-

Any Man of Sense Would Know That
These Two Stories Were
Merely Fables.

g

e

Would Do What He Could.
The legislature of a western state
contains this year several women
members.
At a recent banquet they
were invited to speak, but all with one
accord began to make excuses, and
one of the men was asked to represent them. He accepted, saying that
he was willing to do so, so far as in
him lay, but that his case was similar
to that of a naughty little girl who
was told that if she didn't behave she
would be shut up in the chicken coop.
"You can shut me up in the chicken
coop if you want to," replied she, "but
I ain't going to luy any eggs." Judge.

0

"Where shall I go?"
"What shall I do?"

Once upon

"What shall wear?"
"What shall I eat?"
"Where shall I live?"
And so on down the long list
of human, everyday questions.
You will find them all answered
in the pages of the modern, progressive newspaper.
1

and 2, without
great luck the count would have been
en by the margin of
8

and

3

6.

They backed him up against
a bunker and shot him at sunrise before he became more violent.
Once upon a time there was a fan
who left the ball park and called out
to a friend:
"Greatest game of the year, pal;
they beat us 3 to 2; but If the ump
hadn't slipped us a couple of close
ones, the count would have been i
to 0.
They played better ball and
won on the level."
Moral They didn't even wait until
sunrise to pot this guy. Another ten
minutes, and he might have been
all human control. Grantland
Rice, in Collier's Weekly.
Moral

n

That G. Washington Incident.
Small William, aged three, and
John, aged five, had taken special interest iu the approach of WashingFond grandparents
ton's birthday.
and other relatives had been sending
them many cherry-treand hatchet

People read advertising now

e

post cards.
Of course the 'lads' mother had to
explain the meaning of the different
She tried to Impress
post cards.
upon her sons also the lesson about
the "Father of Our Country" never
This Ship's Cat Was Saved.
a lie.
telling
was
About twenty years ago, when I
Several nights before the natal day
resident In North China, the British of the much celebrated and greatly
waters lamented
squadron then in
American, another consignwas steaming out of the port of Chefoo ment of
cards was received by
post
when a little black cat fell overboard the two
They were presented
boys.
from H. M. S. Wanderer, writes a cor- te their mother at the dinner table
respondent of the London Spectator. that evening to get her to tell of their
At once the ship stopped, signaled to
significance.
her consorts "Cat overboard," and the
Among this last list of card3 reentire squadron came to a standstill. ceiver were several showing the
A ijoat put off from the Wanderer and
"And George
tree.
re.cued pur5s, who was swimming for chopped cherry
could not tell a lie,"
Washington
dear lifa after the ship.
said the devoted parent, as she
The officer who told me the story finished relating the much heraldsaid the sailors would have been
ed, incident.)
furious if the little cat had not been
Master William was silent for
v
not
as
a
;iie
great a moment, and then, in all seriousness,
saved, for
only
dispet, but they firmly believed that
said:
aster would follow it a black cat was
"Why, mo'ver, what was the matallowed to drown.
ter wif 'im?"
Outward and Inward "Change.
Time was when the
"allee samee Melicr-.man" would have been the instinctive
comment upon China's adoption of
any of the ways and laws of the west-er- a
world. Now that country becomes
a republic and opens tho first session
of a representative congresB in a fashion that commands the most serioiis
respect of the world. . . . The simple circumstance that these hundreds
of representative Chinese were devoid of queues and flowered silk jackets, but were shorn and garbed like
Americans or Englishmen, was profoundly significant of the passing
away of the old order and of the entry of this strange nation of three
hundred millions into the practical
worid-Iifof the twentieth century.

A

DON'T NEED TO BE LABELED

,'

her recent marriage.
"O, goody!" she cried. "I'll give
Harold a surprise. We'll have a biscuit supper."
Harold came home early as he had
every day since they started housekeeping. He kissed her as they met
In the vestibule, then In the hall, the
ante-rooand so on out into the dining room.
"First course, biscuits!" she twittered, as they sat down to dinner.
Harold devcired her with his eyes,
devoured the biscuits with his teeth
and avidity.
t
"Second course, biscuits!" she car-

4

Advertising

d

a time there was a
beaten golfer who admitted that he
With the impending curtailment of had missed no short
putts and that
She knew how to bake biscuits. But the power and extent of the Turkish his
winning rival had "gobbled" no
Mocomes
new
of
a
the
was
that
hope
all, for she had only spent empire
long ones; who confessed that he
two years at a cooking school before hammedan empire, the empire of was on his
game and that while beat-

four-cours-

i'f

FORM

NEW EMPIRE FOR THE TURK
COULD

oled.
"How

.

PECULIAR

SEVEN

for instruction and information,
as well as for its "bargain" possibilities.
New ideas, new thoughts,

in-

spirations and suggestions constantly come to you' if you take
advantage of the advertising
pages of this newspaper.

Time to Kick.

There was an excitement in the old
inn at the cross roads. The ancient
proprietor was bristling up like an
angry porcupine.
"It's got to stop!" he thundered, as
he brought his fist down on the
register. "Be gosh, it's
got to stop, or I'll close up the ho-

Don't neglect your ad
in

tel!"

"What's the trouble?" asked the coffee drummer.
"Trouble enough. I could stand
motorists crawlthose
bed
and hamthe
ing under
mering on the springs, 'cause
they thought they were under an automobile, but I'll be blowed if I am
going to put up with dreaming aviasleep-walkin-

One

g

tors climbing up in the ceiling and
knocking all the plastering down, jest
'cause they imagine they are tinkering with their flying machines. No,
siree. It's got to stop."

T
'

Little

Bit of Irony.

Louis J. Horowitz is noted in New
York for his trenchant wit. Thus, In

the discussion of a recent contract,
certain rather niggardly proposals
were made to him, and Mr, Horowitz
rebuked .their niggardliness with the
quiet words:
"Only so much for a fifteen-storbuilding? Come, gentlemen, make It
$5 more and we'll run you vp a skyscraper that will overtop tna highest."
y
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EIGHT

'
automobile
oelock this evening.

Light

CALIFORNIA

:VS

lamps at 7:46

LIGGETT'S

GRADUATION

50c Cans
70c Cans'

CHOC-OLATE-

have a complete

LUDWIG Wm. ILFELD

big line of APPROPRIATE
GRADUATION PRESENTS at
A

and

L
bon

Bridge Street

SAVES AMOTION

,

1

And Comjot,

The old type

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bour
at the Opera Bar Adv.

EVERYTHING

Ghl Art Steel

READY

TYPEWRITER

.

,

w. i. neea nas been hired as a
saleeman for the Ford Automobile
agency here.
CORRESPONDENCE
INITIAL
CARDS AND PAPER for GRADUA
TION GIFTS at MUURPHSY'S.

73r is

FOR SENIOR PLAY

iisadiniLiii&

iei.es up hit !e room ; $ves ample space.

ARE THE SUITS THAT WILL MAKE YOUR

ut

LAfiGE NUMBER OF SEATS ARE
RESERVED FOR "MRS. BRIGGS.
OF THE POULTRY YARD."

IN THE CAN

Come today and inspect it.

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

$13, QB

CO.

l.

Insist on "Hunts" if you w&nt thcs highest
quality in. canned fruits

At J. H. STEARNS

,yu 'smmaJtmauUiu.

our

oei iuur new

J

Now

g

to

y

in Price

Aim

THE

happy-go-luck-

3S3E

nf

GR.EENBER.GER.

"i??rirs

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
1

FURNITURE

ROSINTHAL

nit

Our Leader

-

Jefierson Raynolds, President.
. B, Raynolds,
Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
3. B. Davis, Vice President

J.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

interest PalJ on

1

AND FISHING CLUB.

Nothing more pleasing than a box
of LIGGETT'S
CHOCOLATES
for
your GRADUATION GIFT, at MUR

Tims Deposits

HEBOiUL AiiiESS

PHEY'S.

WANTED

from Raton, Las Vegas,
Watrous,
Mora and several other towns. Co.o-ne- l
Twitchel has accepted. The Las
Vegas Commercial club is making arrangements to take a large delegation to Wagon Mound to participate
in the good roads meeting.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Phonm Main 21

Strawberries
Bananas
Apples
Grape Fruit
Oranges

Black

Sherman Post No. 1, Grand Army
of the Republic, has made arrange
ments for the observance of Memorial Sunday on May 25. The services
will be held in Temple Montefiore
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock. Rev.
Dr. Jacob Landau will
deliver the
Memorial
sermon. On Decoration
Day the old soldiers are not planning
to march to the cemetery to decorate
the graves of their comrades, as
many of the veterans are growing
too old to undertake the long march.
However, the Grand Army men will
go to the various cemeteries to lay
flowers upon the graves of the dead
soldiers. The ritualistic service for
this ceremony will be read by the
post chaplain. Thus, simply but lov
ingly, the old soldiers wil'i pay homage to their honored dead.

COMMENCEMENT
BOOKS, LIGGETT'S
CHOCOLATES
in fancy
boxes, INITIAL PAPER AND CORRESPONDENCE
CARDS at
'

'

3

Tartarian Cherries, etc.

it-

CARD. OF THANKS
H. H. Closson and family wish to
thank those persons who so kindly

sent flowers and extended sympathy
upon the occasion of the deati of

Lettuce
Radishes
Beets

Mrs. Mary Closson.

Turnips

'

.

-

Carrots
Spinach
Asparagus
,
Green Onions, etc.

THE HOME OF THE BEST
OF EVERYTHING EATABLE
AT

THE GRAAF &

MID

11

STORE

We have arranged to keep our imported Percheron stallion Argentenil
34475 at the farm of S. F. Hemlei cn
the Mora road 2
miles 'rora Las
Vegas. This stallion weighs near'y a
ton when

in show condition,

603

INVESTMENT & AGENCY

CORPORA TIQN
GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager.

Lincoln Ave.

AT

MTEF1GRE

SWASTIKA COAL

THE

Junior class 4:15 o'clock.
Business Men's class 5 o'clock.

Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell of this
TEMPLE
cilty, president of the New Mexico
Good Roads association, has been
asked to deiver an address at Wagon OLD SOLDIERS WILL LISTEN TO
A SERMON BY DR. J. H. LANMound on Decoration Day before a
DAU NEXT SUNDAY.
gathering of good roads enthusiasts

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

jat

lue "nai rehearsal of "Mrs
laborers left last night for
'
go, farthest. Now on display in
Window
Opposite the Y M. C. A.
Rocky Ford, Colo., where they will tfriggs of the Poultry Yard," the High
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STAND AND CABINET

art metal cabinet meek i'te eyact

pattmenbiaeaeyreaekfot letferJteads,
second-shee- t,
envelopes, etc.
No drawers to collect dirt and cause
confusion. No crumpled papers
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for "the stenographer.

CORSES-PONDENC-

CARDS for GRADUATION GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.

STEARNS' STORE

Wool Clothes

Phone Main 379

J. A. Papen, the grocer, has pur
chased a Ford touring car.

PAPER
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line of both. Screens
made to order.

at MURPHEY'S.
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75c Bottles
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and Screens
We

BOOKS suitable for GRADUATION
GIFTS at MURPHEY'S.

Pinch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
In the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the L.otby, of course.

25c Car s
35c Ca.ns
$1.50 Cans

Screen Doors

LOCAL NEWS
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with, good to win d up
cxny meaJ with .

Old rags.
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CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
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Better Mill. For
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Better Town
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Vegetables
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Fruits in Season

Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality.
Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
modern
cities.
by
Ring: out the old mistaken methods.

SALE OF ART COLLECTION

Paris, May 20. Art dealers and
collectors from both sides of the
Atlantic were on hand today when
the sale was begun of the collection
modern pictures of John Balli. The
collection is one of the finest of pure
ly modern works (hat has been Ais
posed of for years. It is especially
rich in Corots. and also includes fin
examnlpn nf whietinr naubienv neia- -

sound

and a high class individual. We are
anxious to become acquainted with
the horse breeders and invite them to
inspect- Argentenil at Mr. Hemler's
farm as well as our breeding farm at
Onava, where we have several other
registered Percheron stallions for
service.
Terms very reasonable
The Rohrer Land and Development erolx, Troyon Von Marcke,
Co.
lliflr anA
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STRAWBERRIES AND

I

CHERRIES EVERY DAY

if,

C.D.BOUCHER

Ring in the new correct ones.
Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

The Corbett Sanitary Dairy

South Pacific Street
PHONE MAIN 4 and 21

Milking Time

Las Vegas, New Mex

4 A. M. and 2 P. M.

